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Abstract: We show how networks of Wilson lines realize quantum groups Uq(slm), for
arbitrary m, in 3d SU(N) Chern-Simons theory. Lifting this construction to foams of surface
operators in 4d theory we find that rich structure of junctions is encoded in combinatorics
of planar diagrams. For a particular choice of surface operators we reproduce known
mathematical constructions of categorical representations and categorified quantum groups.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we develop a physical framework for categorification of quantum groups, which
is consistent with (and extends) the physical realization of homological knot invariants as
Q-cohomology of a certain brane system in M-theory (that we review in section 4).
Our starting point will be the celebrated relation between quantum groups and Chern-
Simons TQFT in three dimensions. Even though it has a long history, many aspects of
this relation remain mysterious, even with respect to some of the most basic questions. For
instance, quantum groups are usually defined via generators and relations, which are not easy
to “see” directly in Chern-Simons gauge theory. Instead, one can see certain combinations of
the generators that implement braiding of Wilson lines [1].
The realization of quantum groups we discuss in this paper is also based on Chern-Simons
gauge theory, but in constrast to the conventional one, it allows for gauge group and quantum
group to be of completely different rank! Moreover, the quantum group generators have an
immediate and very concrete interpretation. This approach is based on networks of Wilson
lines and gives a physical realization of the skew Howe duality: As we will show in section 2,
upon concatenation, networks of Wilson lines exhibit quantum group relations, which for the
Lie algebra g = sl2 take a very simple form:
KK−1 = 1 = K−1K ,
KE = q2EK , KF = q−2FK (1.1)
[E,F ] =
K −K−1
q − q−1 .
Here, the quantum variable q is related to the Chern-Simons coupling constant in the usual
way, c.f. (2.8). What is not usual is that configurations of m Wilson lines in totally antisym-
metric representations
R1 ⊗ . . .⊗Rm = Λk1CN ⊗ . . .⊗ ΛkmCN (1.2)
are interpreted as weight spaces of quantum slm, on which the Chevalley generators act by
adding extra Wilson line segments. So, generators and relations of the quantum group have
a very concrete realization (shown in Figures 14 and 10, respectively); and the rank m − 1
of the quantum group has nothing to do with the rank N − 1 of Chern-Simons gauge theory.
Instead it is determined by the number of incoming (equally, outgoing) Wilson lines.
By categorifying representation theory, one usually means replacing weight spaces, such
as (1.2), by graded categories Rλ on which raising and lowering operators act as functors,
c.f. [2–6]. The quantum group itself is promoted to a 2-category U˙ , for which Rλ is a 2-
representation, as illustrated in Figure 1. Sounds a bit scary, doesn’t it?
Luckily, the rich and abstract structure of categorical representations and categorified
quantum groups can be made very “user-friendly” and intuitive in the diagrammatic approach
recently developed by Khovanov and Lauda [7–10] (see [11–13] for excellent expositions and
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Figure 1: Categorified representation theory and categorified skew Howe duality.
[14] for a related algebraic construction). One of our main goals is to provide a physical
realization of this diagrammatic approach.
In the context of quantum field theories, categorification can be achieved by adding a
dimension, and networks of Wilson line operators used to realize quantum groups in Chern-
Simons theory become foams of surface operators in 4d. These are built by sewing surface
operators along 1d junctions, which are interesting in their own right and so far did not even
appear in the physics literature. In section 3, we will not only present evidence that BPS
junctions of surface operators exist, but we will also discuss various applications, ranging
from math to physics.
In fact, the relevant surface operators [15,16] have already been used to construct group
actions on categories (notably, in the context of the geometric Langlands program [17]) and to
realize many elements of geometric representation theory [18]. In these realizations, as well as
in many other similar problems, groups acting on categories are generated by codimension-1
walls (interfaces) acting on categories of boundary conditions. The group law comes from the
“fusion” product of interfaces. This is an instance of the well known fact that the algebraic
structure of various operators and defects in (n + 1)-dimensional topological quantum field
theories is governed by n-categories (see e.g. [16] for a review).
Our physical realization of categorified quantum groups is conceptually similar, but with
several twists. One way to describe it is to consider the world-volume theory on the foam of
surface operators. By moving the m parallel surface defects representing the slm weight spaces
close together we can describe the world-volume theory of the combined system as tensor
product of the theories on the individual surface operators. Junctions of surface operators
introduce interactions between tensor factors along 1-dimensional loci, and are incorporated
by interfaces between in general different 2d theories. For instance, collapsing the x2-direction
of the configuration of surface operators on the left of Figure 2, the combined world-volume
theory can be described by a 2d theory in the (x0, x1)-plane. The surface operator supsended
along the x2-direction introduces a 1d interface.
Now, while in the spririt of the remark above the structure of a 2d TQFT is encoded in
a 1-category, different 2d TQFTs together with interfaces between them form a 2-category,
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whose objects are not boundary conditions, but rather the different 2d theories. 1-morphisms
are interfaces, and 2-morphisms are interface changing fields. As a bonus, these 2-categories
come with 2-representations on the categories of boundary conditions of the 2d TQFTs.
It is in this way that we extract categorified quantum groups U˙ out of foams of surface
operators: slm weight spaces correspond to tensor products of the world-volume theories of m
surface operators, and the generators of the quantum group are realized as interfaces between
them.
In fact, this 2d perspective on surface operators and their junctions provides a physical
realization of the planar diagrams of Khovanov-Lauda [7–10] and vast generalizations, for
more general types of surface operators.1
There are various ways to describe relevant 2d TQFTs, and in this paper we mainly
consider two variants: one is based on topological Landau-Ginzburg (LG) models, while the
second involves the UV topological twist of sigma-models whose targets are certain flag-like
subspaces of affine Grassmannians which play an important role in the geometric Satake
correspondence. We generally favor the former, where interfaces and their compositions are
easier to analyze using matrix factorizations [19].
x
x1
0x
x
x2
1
0
k
k
1
2
λ + α
EΣ
λ
Figure 2: Projecting Σ onto (x0, x1) plane gives a product of Landau-Ginzburg theories, in which
junctions (singular edges of Σ) are represented as interfaces.
In the Landau-Ginzburg approach (described in detail in section 4) the 2d space-time is
precisely the plane on which the planar diagrams (with dots on the lines) of Khovanov-Lauda
are drawn. Each 2d region of the plane colored by the highest weigh λ defines a LG model
or, to be more accurate, a product of LG models. It is basically a projection of Σ from
the three-dimensional space — that later in the text we parameterize with (x0, x1, x2) — to
a two-dimensional plane (x0, x1). Then, LG interfaces describe transitions between different
1After embedding in eleven-dimensional M-theory, this will also provide an answer to the following question:
Which two dimensions of space-time, relative to the fivebranes, compose the plane where the diagrams of [7–10]
are usually drawn?
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sheets of Σ, regarded as a multi-cover of the (x0, x1)-plane, c.f. Figure 2. These 1-dimensional
interfaces (defects) are precisely the arcs in the planar diagrams of [7–10]:
region on a plane ↔ weight space (1.2) ↔ LG model LGk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ LGkm
lines ↔ 1-morphisms ↔ interfaces between LG models
dots ↔ 2-morphisms ↔ interface changing fields
The reader is invited to use this dictionary to translate virtually any question in one subject
to a question in another. For example, it would be interesting to study 2-categories that one
finds for more general types of surface operators in various gauge theories, and interfaces in
Landau-Ginzburg models, other than examples studied in this paper. Mathematically, they
should lead to interesting generalizations of the Khovanov-Lauda-Rouquier (KLR) algebras
[8, 9, 14]. Conversely, it would be interesting to identify surface operators and LG interfaces
for mathematical constructions generalizing U˙ .
In summary, if you are studying junctions of surface operators or interfaces in Landau-
Ginzburg models, most likely you are secretly using the same mathematical structure —
and, possibly, even the same diagrams — as those categorifying representations and quantum
groups, or interesting generalizations thereof.
2. Junctions of Wilson lines and quantum groups
In this section, we will discuss Wilson lines in SU(N) Chern-Simons theory and their junc-
tions. We will show that (upon concatenation) certain networks of Wilson lines satisfy the
defining relations of (Lusztig’s idempotent form [20] of) the quantum groups U˙q(slm).
We start by reviewing the necessary techniques from [21–23] in section 2.1. In section
2.2, we explore various relations satisfied by networks of Wilson lines and their junctions,
which surprisingly include the quantum group relations. We give an explicit derivation of
one such relation, relegating the rest to Appendix A. Then, by playing with m strands, in
section 2.3 we (re)discover the representation category of the quantum group of slm. This
gives a physical realization of the diagrammatic approach of Cautis-Kamnitzer-Morrison [24]
to quantum skew Howe duality. Finally, in section 2.4, we give an a priori explanation why
categorification of these beautiful facts should involve surface operators and their junctions,
leading us into sections 3 and 4.
2.1 Junctions of line operators
Our starting point is Chern-Simons theory in three dimensions with gauge group G = SU(N).
The action on a closed 3-manifold M3 is given by
SCS =
κ
4pi
∫
M3
(A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧A ∧A). (2.1)
where A is an SU(N)-gauge connection on M3, and the coupling constant κ ∈ N is usually
called the “level.”
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The most important (topological) observables of this theory are derived from the parallel
transport with respect to A: To a path Γ ⊂ M3 and a representation R of the gauge group
one associates the Wilson line
UR(Γ) = P exp
(∫
Γ
ρR(A)
)
: R −→ R . (2.2)
For an open path Γ such UR(Γ) is not gauge invariant, but one can form gauge invariant
combinations, such as the familiar Wilson loops
WR(Γ) = trR UR(Γ) (2.3)
by closing the path Γ. More general gauge invariant combinations can be associated to net-
works of Wilson lines [22] by forming junctions of Wilson lines in representations R1, . . . , Rn
and contracting the corresponding observables URi with invariant tensors
 ∈ Hom(R1 ⊗ . . .⊗Rn,C) . (2.4)
The latter correspond to additional junction fields, which need to be specified along with
representations of Wilson lines in order define the observable.
For instance, to the graph in Figure 3(a), one can associate an observable by contracting
the Wilson lines Ua(Γa), Ub(Γb) and Uc(Γc) with invariant tensors  ∈ a ⊗ b ⊗ c in the
“incoming” junction and ˜ ∈ a ⊗ b ⊗ c in the “outgoing” junction of the graph. Here R
denotes the dual representation. (The Wilson lines carry gauge indices i, j of representation
a, i′, j′ of b, and i′′, j′′ of c, respectively. After contracting the gauge indices of Wilson lines
via  and ˜, we obtain a gauge invariant observable.)
In the following we will mostly consider Wilson lines in totally antisymmetric representa-
tions ∧k, of the fundamental representation  of SU(N), which for ease of notation we will
just label by k. These Wilson lines admit two possible trivalent junctions, depicted in Figure
3(b), which are dual to each other. Since Hom(Λk1 ⊗ Λk2,Λk1+k2) is one-dimensional,
there is just one possible junction field, whose normalization we will fix shortly. We can then
(a)
a Γa
b Γb
c Γc
ǫ ǫ˜
=
ǫii′i′′ ǫ˜
jj′j′′Ua(Γa)
i
jUb(Γb)
i′
j′Uc(Γc)
i′′
j′′
k1 + k2
k1 k2
or
(b)
k1 + k2
k1 k2
Figure 3: (a) A trivalent network of Wilson lines and the corresponding gauge invariant observable.
(b) Trivalent junctions of Wilson lines in antisymmetric representations: Labels k refer to representa-
tions Λk.
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omit the labels of the junctions. As it turns out, junctions of more than three such Wilson
lines can all be factorized into trivalent junctions, c.f. Figure 10(a).
In order to unambiguously define Wilson line invariants in the quantum theory, a framing,
i.e. the choice of orthogonal vector fields along the Wilson lines is required, which fit together
in the junctions. This is in particular needed to regularize the self-linking number of Wilson
loops. In our discussion, we will always consider two-dimensional projections of graphs of
Wilson lines, and choose the corresponding vertical framing.
Moreover, Wilson lines in the quantum theory are labeled only by those representations
of SU(N) which correspond to integrable highest weight representations of ŝu(N)κ; all other
Wilson lines decouple in the quantum theory. The totally antisymmetric representations
considered here are integrable for all κ ≥ 1.
Now that we have defined the gauge invariant observables we are interested in, let us
proceed to summarize some relevant machinery from [21–23] to compute their expectation
values.
Hilbert space and the connected sum formula
Quantization of Chern-Simons theory on a product Σ × R associates to any surface Σ a
Hilbert space HΣ. The Chern-Simons path integral on an open 3-manifold M3 with boundary
∂M3 = Σ gives rise to a vector Z(M3) = |M3〉Σ ∈ HΣ. Moreover, if a closed 3-manifold M3
can be cut along a surface Σ into two disconnected components M3 = M
(1)
3 #ΣM
(2)
3 , then the
path integral on M3 evaluates to the scalar product Z(M3) = Σ〈M (1)3 |M (2)3 〉Σ of the vectors
associated to M
(1)
3 and M
(2)
3 . This also holds in the presence of Wilson lines, as long as
they intersect the surface Σ transversely. The corresponding Hilbert space then also depends
on the punctures, at which the surface is pierced by the Wilson lines and the associated
representations.
It turns out that the Hilbert spaces HΣ are isomorphic to the spaces of conformal blocks
of the ŝu(N)κ-WZW models on Σ, where, at the intersection points, primary fields with
the respective integrable highest weight representations of ŝu(N)κ are inserted [21]. These
spaces are well studied. For instance, the Hilbert spaces associated to the 2-sphere with two
punctures labeled by irreducible representations Ri and Rj is one-dimensional if Ri ∼= Rj and
zero-dimensional otherwise:
dimHΣ{Ri,Rj} = δRi,Rj . (2.5)
This in particular implies the following. Consider a configuration of Wilson lines on a 3-
sphere M3 = S
3, which intersects a given great sphere Σ = S2 at two points colored by
representations R and R′, c.f. Figure 4. Denote the hemispheres (with Wilson lines) obtained
by cutting M3 along Σ by M
(1)
3 and M
(2)
3 . Now, according to (2.5), we have Z(M (1)3 ) =
|M (1)3 〉S2{R,R′} = 0 if R  R
′
. If, on the other hand, R ∼= R′, then |M (1)3 〉S2{R,R} is proportional
to the vector |N3〉S2{R,R} that corresponds to a hemisphereN3 with a single strand ofR Wilson
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RR′
= δR,R¯′
R R
R
Figure 4: An illustration of the connected sum formula, applied to a network of Wilson lines in S3
and a separating 2-sphere S2 that cuts the network at two Wilson lines in representations R and R′.
When R ∼= R′, its partition function factorizes into contributions from the Wilson line networks in the
left and right hemisphere, respectively, where the R and R′ = R Wilson lines are joined.
line connecting two points in the boundary S2. The proportionality constant is given by
|M (1)3 〉S2{R,R} = |N3〉S2{R,R}
S2{R,R}〈N3|M (1)3 〉S2{R,R}
S2{R,R}〈N3|N3〉S2{R,R}
, (2.6)
which in particular implies the connected sum formula
S2{R,R}〈M (2)3 |M (1)3 〉S2{R,R} =
S2{R,R}〈M (2)3 |N3〉S2{R,R} S2{R,R}〈N3|M (1)3 〉S2{R,R}
S2{R,R}〈N3|N3〉S2{R,R}
. (2.7)
Here, the inner products on the right are the S3 partition function with three configurations
of Wilson lines: the two in the numerator are obtained by joining the R and R ends of the
Wilson line configurations in M
(2)
3 and M
(1)
3 , respectively, while the one in the denominator
is a single Wilson loop (the unknot) in the representation R. A pictorial representation of
this formula is given in Figure 4.
Framing and skein relations
Surgeries other than a simple connected sum enable us to study braiding of Wilson lines, skein
relations, and to compute the expectation values of Wilson loops colored by various repre-
sentations. In general, given a surgery presentation of M3, we can compute the expectation
values of Wilson line operators in it by the surgery formula [21].
The simplest example is the relation among twisted Wilson lines. The path integral on
a 3-ball containing a straight Wilson line in some representation R ending on the boundary
R
=
R
= e2piihR R and
R
=
R
= e−2piihR R
Figure 5: Wilson lines with extra twists.
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q−1/N − q1/N + (q−q−1) = 0.
Figure 6: Skein relation of vertically framed Wilson lines in the fundamental representation .
2-sphere determines a vector in the one-dimensional Hilbert space HS2{R,R}. This is also true
when the Wilson line has extra twists, as in Figure 5. In particular, the vectors associated
to Wilson lines with different number of twists are proportional. Assuming vertical framing,
the Wilson lines in Figure 5 are related by (±1)-Dehn twists on the boundary 2-sphere. The
proportionality constant in this case is e2piihR where hR is the conformal weight of the primary
field of the WZW model transforming in representation R.
In a similar fashion one obtains skein relations. Consider a 3-ball with two Wilson lines
labeled by the fundamental representation , ending on the boundary 2-sphere. The asso-
ciated Hilbert space HS2,{,,,} is two-dimensional, so the three configurations of Wilson
lines in Figure 6 have to satisfy a linear relation. The coefficients of this relation can be
determined from the fact that the configurations are related by half-twists on the boundary
2-sphere, c.f. [21, 22]. In Figure 6 we expressed them in terms of the variable
q = epii/(N+κ) . (2.8)
Note that the exact form of the relation depends on the choice of framing. We use the vertical
framing throughout this paper, which is why the skein relation here looks different from its
more familiar form in the canonical framing2, in which the coefficients of the first two terms
are q−N and −qN , respectively. A thorough discussion of this can be found in [22].
Next, let us show how to obtain the expectation value of a Wilson loop in S3 labeled
by an irreducible representation Ri. The idea is that such a configuration can be obtained
by Dehn surgery on S2 × S1, with the Wilson line running along the S1. More precisely, let
M3 be a tubular neighborhood of the Wilson line in S
2 × S1, and M ′3 its complement. Then
S3 can be obtained by gluing M3 and M
′
3 along the boundary torus T
2, with a non-trivial
identification by the global diffeomorphism S ∈ SL(2,Z):
Z(S3, Ri) = T 2〈M ′3|S|M3, Ri〉T 2 . (2.9)
Here we use the crucial fact that the mapping class group of T 2 acts on HT 2 by the modular
transformation on the characters of the respective Kac-Moody algebra. In particular,
S|M3, Ri〉T 2 =
∑
j
Sij |M3, Rj〉T 2 , (2.10)
where Sij is the modular S-matrix. Hence,
Z(S3, Ri) =
∑
j
Sij T 2〈M ′3|M3, Rj〉T 2 =
∑
j
Sij Z(S2 × S1, Rj) , (2.11)
2in which self-linking numbers of knots are zero
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but Z(S2×S1, Rj) = trHS2{Rj}(1) = dim(HS2{Rj}), which is 1 ifRj is the trivial representation
and 0 otherwise. It immediately follows that the expectation value of a Wilson loop in S3 is
given by the quantum dimension
〈WRj 〉S3 =
Z(S3, Ri)
Z(S3, R0 = triv) =
Si0
S00
. (2.12)
For Wilson lines in the totally antisymmetric representations in SU(N) Chern-Simons theory
at level κ, this gives
〈W∧m〉 = S0,∧
m
S0,0
=
[
N
m
]
, (2.13)
where [
N
m
]
=
[N ] · · · [N −m+ 1]
[m] · · · [1] , [N ] =
qN − q−N
q − q−1 (2.14)
is the quantum binomial coefficient.
Tetrahedral network and normalization of trivalent vertices
As we explained earlier, there are only two possible junc- k1
k2
k1 + k2
ǫ ǫ˜ =
[
N
k1+k2
][
k1+k2
k1
]
Figure 7: The evaluation of a
“θ-web” that determines the nor-
malization of the vertices  and ˜.
Here k stands for a totally anti-
symmetric representation ∧k.
tions between Wilson lines in totally antisymmetric repre-
sentations, c.f. Figure 3(b). Moreover, the spaces of junction
fields
 ∈ Hom(Λk1+k2,Λk1⊗ Λk2) , (2.15)
˜ ∈ Hom(Λk1⊗ Λk2,Λk1+k2)
are each one-dimensional. We choose  and ˜ as positive
multiples of the respective antisymmetrizations of the iden-
tity maps k1 ⊗ k2 ←→ k1+k2. Note that this choice
depends on the ordering of (k1, k2), where a change of the ordering leads to a sign factor
(−1)k1k2 . The normalization is fixed by requiring the relation in Figure 7 to hold. Note
that this differs from the normalization used in [22], where the “θ-web” would evaluate to√[
N
k1
][
N
k2
][
N
k1+k2
]
. Also, our choice of signs leads to an additional factor of (−1)k1k2 in the
vertex relations depicted in Figure 8, which are valid in the conventions of [22], when a, b, c
are totally antisymmetric representations Λk1, Λk2 and Λk1+k2.
a
b
c
= eipi(ha+hb−hc)
a
b
c ,
a
b
c
= e−ipi(ha+hb−hc)
a
b
c
a
b
c
= eipi(hb+hc−ha)
a
b
c ,
a
b
c
= e−ipi(hb+hc−ha)
a
b
c
Figure 8: Relations between vertices in the conventions of [22]. Our choice for the vertices between
totally antisymmetric representations Λk1, Λk2 and Λk1+k2 involves an extra sign factor (−1)k1k2 .
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kk−1
k
k+1 = −q−(1+ 1N )
k
k−1
k
k+1 = −q−(1+ 1N )[ Nk+1][k+11 ][k1]
Figure 9: Evaluation of the tetrahedral web.
We conclude this review by computing the expectation value of the tetrahedral network in
Figure 9. It has four Wilson lines in antisymmetric representations ∧k,∧k,∧k+1,∧k−1
and two diagonal Wilson lines in the fundamental , which are positively crossed. The
braiding relations for vertices (c.f. Figure 8) on the two junctions at the end of a diagonal
line, imply that the expectation value of this tetrahedron is proportional to the expectation
value of the one, in which the fundamental Wilson lines are negatively crossed. The constant
of proportionality can be easily calculated to be q−2−
2
N . (The relevant conformal weights
satisfy exp(2pii h(Λk)) = q(1+ 1N )(N−k)k.) Using the skein relation of Figure 6 one arrives at
the first equation in Figure 9. The second equality follows from the connected sum formula
(Figure 4).
2.2 Web relations
Networks of Wilson lines in totally antisymmetric representations satisfy the linear relations
depicted in Figure 10. These relations have interesting implications. For instance, identities
(e) and (f) are part of the defining relations of the quantum group U˙q(slm). The connection
between Wilson lines and quantum groups is the subject of section 2.3 below. Here, we will
demonstrate how to derive such relations using the one in Figure 10(e) as an example. The
proofs of the other relations are deferred to Appendix A.
Consider the three configurations of Wilson lines in Figure 10(e) (all lying in 3-balls with
ends on the boundary 2-sphere). The path integral in these systems gives three vectors in
HS2,{m,j,m,j}. Since the dimensions of this space is greater than 2 for general m and j, it is
not a priori clear that a relation we are seeking exists. In order to obtain it, we start with
the relations among networks in Figure 11(a). That such relations (with some coefficients)
have to hold follows from the fact that HS2,{1,m,1,m} is 2-dimensional. Here, G stands for
the adjoint representation, and we have chosen non-trivial vertices at the end-points of the
Wilson lines colored by G. (The actual choice will not play a role in the following.) Inserting
these relations into larger networks of Wilson lines leads to relations of Figure 11(b).
Next, from 1-dimensionality of HS2,{G,j,j} one derives the relations in Figure 11(c).
(Again, we have chosen non-trivial junction fields.) This allows us to relate the first two
terms in the identities of Figure 11(b), and hence to eliminate them from the relations. One
arrives at the new relation depicted in Figure 12, which is a linear relation of the type we are
after. To deduce (e) of Figure 10, it remains to determine the coefficients α and β.
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(a)
i+j+k
i
j+k
j k
=
i+j+k
i+j
kji
(b)
j
j+m
j
m =
[
N−j
m
]
j
and
j
j−m
j
m =
[
j
m
]
j
(c) m
m+1
m+1
m
m
= m + [N −m− 1]
m
m−1
m
(d) l+n
l
n
l+n−1
m− n
m
m+ l − 1
=
[
m−1
n
]
l
l−1
m+l−1
m
+
[
m−1
n−1
]
m+l−1
m+l
l m
(e)
m
m
m+1
j
j−1
j
−
m
m
m−1
j
j+1
j
= [j−m]
m j
(f) [2]
m
m−1
m−2
j
j+1
j
j+1
k
k+1
=
m
m−1
m−2
j
j+1
j+2
j+1
k
k+1
+
m
m−1
m−2
j
j−1
j
j+1
k
k+1
Figure 10: Relations among networks of Wilson lines.
We will do this in two steps. First we join the ends of the m- and j-colored Wilson lines
in Figure 12. Using the expectation values of all the resulting networks of Wilson lines that
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(a)
xm
m
m
G
+ ym
m
+ zm
m
m
m−1 = 0,
x˜m
m
m
G
+ y˜m
m
+ z˜m
m
m
m+1 = 0.
(b)
xm
m
m
G
j
j+1
j
+ ym
m
j
j+1
j
+ zm
m
m
m−1
j
j+1
j
= 0,
x˜m
m
m
G
j
j−1
j
+ y˜m
m
j
j−1
j
+ z˜m
m
m
m+1
j
j−1
j
= 0.
(c)
G
1
1
j
j−1
j
= ηj G
j
j
and
G
1
1
j
j+1
j
= η′j
G
j
j
Figure 11: (a) Two linear relations among three Wilson lines in HS2,{1,m,1,m}, (b) two linear relations
among three Wilson lines containing those of (a) in the red dashed box, and (c) proportionality relations
between two vectors in HS2,{G,j,j}.
have been determined earlier we obtain the following relation
[N ] = α [N − j] [m]− β [N −m] [j] . (2.16)
Another relation can be found by connecting the incoming m- and j-colored Wilson lines
in Figure 12 with a junction to an incoming j + m Wilson line. Since HS2,{j,m,j+m} is one-
dimensional, the vectors associated to all three configurations of Wilson lines are proportional
to one another. The constants of proportionality can be easily found: close off Wilson lines
in relation of Figure 10(a) in a way shown in Figure 13(a), then insert the identity of Figure
10(b), and finally apply the resulting identity twice. The result is depicted in Figure 13(b),
from which we obtain another relation on the coefficients α and β:
1 = α [m] [j + 1]− β [m+ 1] [j] . (2.17)
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Together with (2.16) this fixes the sought-after coefficients to be
1
α
= [m− j] = 1
β
, (2.18)
finally proving the relation of Figure 10(e).
Let us conclude this subsection m j
= α
m
m
m+1
j
j−1
j
− β
m
m
m−1
j
j+1
j
Figure 12: A linear relation among three vectors in
HS2,{j,m,j,m}. The coefficients α and β are functions of
xm, ym, zm, x˜m, y˜m, z˜m, ηj , η
′
j .
by adding a remark on the expec-
tation values of closed and planar
trivalent graphs Γ of Wilson lines.
The relations in Figure 10, together
with the expectation value of the Wil-
son loops (equation 2.13), form the
complete set of Murakami-Ohtsuki-
Yamada (MOY) graph polynomial re-
lations which uniquely determines the
MOY graph polynomials PN (Γ; q) ∈ Z[q, q−1], see [25]. As the MOY graphs are closed, ori-
ented graphs generated by the junctions of Figure 3(b), the uniqueness theorem implies that
the expectation value of any planar Wilson lines in antisymmetric representations (and their
junctions) can be computed from the definition of MOY graph polynomials. This not only
provides us a consistency check for our methods, but also a combinatorial way to compute
the expectation value of networks of Wilson lines, as the MOY graph polynomials are com-
binatorially defined.
(a)
ki+j
i+j+k
i
j+k
j =
i
i+j
i+j+k
i+j
k
j and
k
j+k
i+j+k
i
j+k
j =
i j+k
i+j+k
i+j
k
j
(b)
[
i+j
i
][
j+k
j
]
i+j+k
i+j k
=
i+j+k
i+j k
j
j
i j+k
i+j k
and
[
i+j
i
][
j+k
j
]
i+j+k
i j+k
=
i+j+k
i j+k
j
j
i+j k
i j+k
Figure 13: (a) Capping off the “associativity identity”. (b) Relations in HS2,{j,m,j+m}.
2.3 Skew Howe duality and the quantum group
The quantum group Uq(sl2) is usually defined by means of generators E,F,K,K
−1 and
relations (1.1). In finite dimensional representations of Uq(sl2) K can be diagonalized with
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eigenvalues qn, here n ∈ Z is the respective sl2-weight. E and F raise, respectively lower the
weights by 2. For such representations, one can trade the generators K,K−1 for idempotents
1n, n ∈ Z, projecting on weight spaces of weight n
1n1m = δn,m1n . (2.19)
This leads [2] to a modified quantum group U˙q(sl2) generated by E,F and the 1n. Since
K1n = q
n1n, the algebra relations become
E1n = 1n+2E = 1n+2E1n , F1n = 1n−2F = 1n−2F1n (2.20)
[E,F ] 1n = [n] 1n .
It is now very easy to see that if we identify
1k2−k1 7→ 6
k1
6
k2
, E 7→
6
6
6
6-1 , F 7→
6
6
6
6ﬀ1 , (2.21)
then, upon concatenation, these configurations of Wilson lines satisfy the quantum group
relations, (2.19) and (2.20). In particular, the commutation relation of E and F is noth-
ing but the identity of Figure 10(e), which was explained in the previous subsection. Here,
composition of webs (networks) is drawn from bottom to top, and Wilson lines with differ-
ent labels cannot be joined, i.e. their concatenation vanishes. Note, that E and F do not
change k = k1 + k2, which characterizes the quantum group representation. For fixed k the
identification of strands and idempotents is unambiguous.
Interestingly, while it is well known that the quantum group Uq(slN ) appears in the
description of SU(N) Chern-Simons theories, here we realize the quantum group sl2 in Chern-
Simons theory with gauge group SU(N) for any N . The choice of gauge group merely
restricts the possible sl2 weights which can appear. After all, the labels ki stand for totally
antisymmetric representations Λki in SU(N) Chern-Simons theory. Hence, the sl2 weights
can only lie between −N and N . The networks of Wilson lines in SU(N) Chern-Simons
theory therefore only realize quantum group representations with highest weights ≤ N .
1λ 7→
k1 k2
· · ·
km
, Ei1λ 7→
k1
· · ·
ki
ki−1
ki+1
ki+1+1
· · ·
km
, Fi1λ 7→
k1
· · ·
ki
ki+1
ki+1
ki+1−1
· · ·
km
Figure 14: U˙q(slm) idempotents and generators in terms of Wilson lines and their junctions.
This construction can easily be generalized by increasing the number of strands of Wilson
lines to m > 2. One defines idempotents 1λ, λ = (k2−k1, · · · , km−km−1) ∈ Zm−1 by m parallel
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strands of Wilson line with labels k1, . . . , km. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m, the generators Ei (resp. Fi)
are defined by suspending a Wilson line in the fundamental representation between the ith
and (i + 1)st strand (resp. between the (i + 1)st and the ith strand). These definitions are
illustrated in Figure 14. Then, using in particular identities (e) and (f) of Figure 10, one finds
that these webs satisfy the defining relations of the higher rank quantum group U˙q(slm):
1λ1λ′ = δλ,λ′1λ, Ei1λ = 1λ+liEi, Fi1λ = 1λ−l+iFi,
[Ei, Fj ]1λ = δi,j [λi]1λ, [Ei, Ej ]1λ = 0 for |i− j| > 1,
and EiEjEi1λ = E
(2)
i Ej1λ + EjE
(2)
i 1λ for |i− j| = 1.
(2.22)
Here λ denotes an slm weight. The generators Ei (resp. Fi) associated to the simple roots of
slm raise (resp. lower) λ by li = (0, . . . , 0,−1, 2,−1, 0, . . . , 0) where 2 appears in position i.
To summarize, in SU(N) Chern-Simons theory with arbitrary N , we obtain a realization
of U˙q(slm) on a configurations of Wilson lines with m strands. The rank of the Chern-Simons
gauge group only restricts the possible representations of the quantum group which can be
obtained in this way. What we described is a physical realization of the skew Howe duality:
Λk(Cm ⊗ CN ) ∼=
⊕
k1+...+km=k
Λk1CN ⊗ . . .⊗ ΛkmCN . (2.23)
The actions of slm and slN , respectively, on Cm and CN commute, and the direct sum on
the RHS of this equation is indeed the weight decomposition with respect to the slm action.
This duality has a direct generalization to quantum groups U˙q(slm).
In Chern-Simons theory we interpret each summand on the RHS of (2.23) as the Hilbert
space of m Wilson lines in representations, R1 = Λ
k1CN , etc.,
R1 ⊗ . . .⊗Rm = Λk1CN ⊗ . . .⊗ ΛkmCN , (2.24)
so that raising and lowering operators, Ei and Fi, which relate different weight spaces are
realized as configurations of SU(N) Wilson lines in totally antisymmetric representations
with m incoming and m outgoing strands.
In fact, the identification of Figure 14 ex-
k
N−k
= (−1)k(N−k)
k
N−k
Figure 15: “Tag” morphism relation of the
NWeb category.
actly corresponds to the skew Howe duality func-
tor from the quantum group U˙q(slm) to the
category NWebm [24], whose objects are tu-
ples (k1, . . . , km), 0 ≤ ki ≤ N , and whose mor-
phisms are “slN -webs”. The latter are gener-
ated by the morphisms depicted in Figure 14
modulo the relations of Figure 10.
Note that the category NWebm contains a
“tag” morphism satisfying the relation in Figure 15. This tag corresponds to a junction with
the Nth antisymmetric representation. Since this is a trivial representation, the respective
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Wilson line is trivial and does not have to be drawn. The junction however still requires a
specification of the junction field, i.e. an invariant tensor Λk ⊗ ΛN−k −→ ΛN, which
was determined by the ordering of incoming Wilson lines. This ordering is specified by the
direction of the outgoing Wilson line, hence the tag, and the change of ordering leads to a
sign factor (−1)k(N−k) as in the tag relation.
2.4 Why “categorification = surface operators”
In general, a d-dimensional TQFT assigns a number (= partition function) to every closed d-
manifold Md, a vector space H(Md−1) to every (d−1)-manifold, a category C(Md−2) to every
(d− 2)-manifold, and so on. Therefore, the process of “categorification” that promotes each
of these gadgets to the higher categorical level has an elegant interpretation as “dimensional
oxidation” in TQFT, which promotes a d-dimensional TQFT to a (d+1)-dimensional one [26]
(see also [16]).
categorification
Figure 16: Categorification means lifting a given theory to one dimension higher. This operation of
adding an extra dimension turns line operators into surface operators [16] and graphs (networks) into
foams (surfaces with singular edges).
Many interesting theories come equipped with non-local operators (often called “defects”)
that preserve and frequently ameliorate the essential structure of the theory. Categorification
has a natural extension to theories with such non-local operators which also gain an extra
dimension, much like the theory itself. Prominent examples of such operators are codimension-
2 line operators in 3d Chern-Simons TQFT that we encountered earlier and that do not
spoil the topological invariance of the theory. One dimension lower, such codimension-2
operators would actually be local operators supported at points pi on a 2-manifold M2. And,
one dimension higher, in a 4d TQFT such codimension-2 operators would be supported on
surfaces Σ ⊂ M4. Therefore, on general grounds a categorification of 3d Chern-Simons
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invariants should be a functor (4d TQFT) that assigns
surface Σ ⊂M4  number Z(M4; Σ)
knot/web K ⊂M3  vector space H(M3;K) (2.25)
points p1, . . . , pn ∈M2  category C(M2; p1, . . . , pn)
...
In particular, as illustrated in Figure 16, categorification of graphs and networks is achieved by
studying surface operators with singular edges (junctions) in four dimensions. This naturally
leads us to the study of junctions of surface operators and the effective 2d theory on their
world-sheet Σ which, respectively, will be the subjects of sections 3 and 4.
Moreover, functoriality implies that the structure
Figure 17: A link cobordism Σ de-
fines a map between the correspond-
ing homology groups.
at each level should be compatible with cobordisms as
well as operations of cutting and gluing. It turns out
to be very rich even before one tackles the very interest-
ing question of studying tangle cobordisms in non-trivial
ambient manifolds. In other words, even when M2 = R2,
M3 = R3 and M4 = R4 in (2.25) functoriality can be
highly non-trivial due to interesting topologies of K and
Σ. In particular, a surface cobordism Σ between links
K1 and K2 gives rise to a linear map (see Figure 17):
Z(Σ) : H(K1) −→ H(K2) (2.26)
where, to avoid clutter, we tacitly assumed that all components of K1 and K2 have the same
color. (Otherwise, Σ can not be a smooth surface and must be a foam, i.e. have singular
edges.) In fact, all our defects — line operators in 3d, surface operators in 4d, as well as
points in 2d — carry certain labels or colors which we denote by Ri. For example, making
this part of our notation explicit and, on the other hand, suppressing M2 = R2, the third line
in (2.25) should read:
(p1, R1), . . . , (pn, Rn)  category CR1,...,Rn (2.27)
The Hochschild homology of this category must be the cohomology of n copies of the unknot,
colored by R1, . . . , Rn, respectively:
HH∗(CR1,...,Rn) = HR1
( )⊗ . . .⊗HRn( ) (2.28)
This is a part of the reverse process, called “decategorification,” which in TQFT corresponds
to dimensional reduction (of the “time” direction). It will prove very useful later, in section
4.2, where it will help us to better understand the cohomology of the colored unknot as well
as the structure of the category (2.27). Notably, applying (2.26) to the cobordism between
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on the one hand the disjoint union K1 = K
⊔
of a knot K with the unknot and on the
other hand their connected sum K2 = K# ∼= K which gives back K, yields a map
A⊗HR(K) → HR(K) , (2.29)
where
A := HR( ) . (2.30)
In fact, for the special case K = this defines an algebra structure
: A⊗A → A , (2.31)
on the homology of the unknot, and (2.29) promotes the homology HR(K) of any knot K to
an A-module.
It turns out that the algebra structure of the unknot homology (2.31) contains a lot of
useful information about how the theory behaves under cobordisms [27–29] and has been
used to construct various deformations of Khovanov-Rozansky homology [30–35]. Much of
this algebraic structure extends even to colored HOMFLY-PT homology [36].
A 2d TQFT is basically determined by a Frobenius algebra, defined by a “pair-of-pants”
product as in (2.31). In case the theory is obtained from a supersymmetric one by topological
twisting, than this algebra is the chiral ring of the untwisted theory. In our present context
this implies that the chiral ring of the world-volume theory of a surface operator labeled by
representation R has to agree with the algebra (2.31) associated to the unknot colored by R,
A = HR( ) = chiral ring of 2d TQFT on the surface operator . (2.32)
This provides a useful clue for identifying the surface operators (and their world-volume
theories) which are relevant for the categorification of quantum groups.
For example, the original Khovanov homology [37] is based on the nilpotent Frobenius
algebra
A = C[X]/〈X2〉 (2.33)
A semi-simple deformation of this algebra studied by Lee [30] led to a number of important
developments, including Rasmussen’s proof of the Milnor conjecture [38].
3. Junctions of surface operators
Surface operators are non-local operators which, in four-dimensional QFT, are supported on
two-dimensional surfaces embedded in four-dimensional space-time M4,
Σ ⊂ M4 (3.1)
Intuitively, surface operators can be thought of as non-dynamical flux tubes (or vortices)
much like Wilson and ’t Hooft line operators can be thought of as static electric and magnetic
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sources, respectively. Compared to line operators, however, surface operators have a number
of peculiar features. See [39] for a recent review on surface operators.
Thus, in gauge theory with gauge group G, line operators are labeled by discrete param-
eters, namely electric and magnetic charges of the static source, while surface operators in
general are labeled by both discrete and continuous parameters. The former are somewhat
analogous to discrete labels of line operators, but the latter are a novel feature of surface
operators.
In practice, there are two basic ways of constructing surface operators:
• as a singularity along Σ, e.g.
F = 2piαδΣ + . . . (3.2)
• as a coupled 2d-4d system, e.g. described by the action
Stot =
∫
M4
d4x (L4d + δΣ · L2d) =
∫
M4
d4x L4d +
∫
Σ
d2x L2d (3.3)
where the global symmetry G of the 2d Lagrangian L2d is gauged when coupled to the
4d Lagrangian L4d.
Both descriptions can be very useful for establishing the existence and analyzing junctions of
surface operators, which locally look like a product of “time” direction Rt with a Y-shaped
graph where three (or more) surface operators meet along a singular edge of the surface Σ,
thus providing a physics home and a microscopic realization of the ideas advocated in [40–42].
A surface Σ with such singular edges is often called a “foam” or a “seamed surface”.
Before one can start exploring properties of junctions and their applications, it is impor-
tant to establish their existence at two basic levels:
a) at the level of “kinematics” as well as
b) at the level of field equations (or BPS equations, if one wants to preserve some super-
symmetry).
The former means that junctions of surface operators must obey certain charge conservation
conditions analogous to (2.4), while the latter means they must be a solution to field equations
or BPS equations, at least classically. Addressing both of these questions will be the main
goal of the present section, where we treat cases with different amount of supersymmetry
in parallel. In particular, sections 3.1–3.4 will be devoted to the latter question, whereas
kinematics will be largely the subject of section 3.5. Before we proceed to technicalities,
however, let us give a general idea of what the answer to each of these questions looks like.
When a configuration of surface operator junctions is static, we have Σ = Rt × Γ, where
Rt is the “time” direction and Γ is a planar trivalent graph or, more generally, a trivalent
oriented graph in a 3-manifold M3 which, for most of what we need in this paper, will be
simply R3 (or S3). Then, as we shall see, in many cases the BPS equations on M3 will reduce
to (or, at least, contain solutions of) the simple flatness equations for the gauge field A:
FA = 0 (3.4)
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For example, the famous instanton equations F+A = 0 in Donaldson-Witten theory reduce
to (3.4) on a 4-manifold of the form Rt ×M3 when one requires solutions to be invariant
under translations along Rt. Since (3.4) is a “universal” part of BPS equations for many
different systems, with different amounts of supersymmetry, it makes sense to illustrate how
the questions of “kinematics” and the “existence of solutions” look in the case of (3.4).
By doing so, we also focus our attention on the most interesting ingredient, namely the
gauge dynamics. Then, adding more fields and interactions to the system is a relatively
straightforward exercise and we comment on it in each case.
As explained in [15], a surface operator with non-zero α
Figure 18: A small ball
around a trivalent junction.
in (3.2) can be thought of as a Dirac string of a magnetic
monopole with improperly quantized magnetic charge α. Mag-
netic charges of monopoles that obey Dirac quantization con-
dition take values in the root lattice Λrt of the gauge group
G. When this condition is not obeyed, the world-sheet of a
Dirac string becomes visible to physics and this is precisely
what a surface operator is. In this way of describing surface
operator — as a singularity for the gauge field (and, possibly,
other fields) — it should be clear that α in (3.2) takes values
in the Lie algebra of the maximal torus of the gauge group,
t = Lie(T), modulo the lattice of magnetic charges Λrt. For
example, when G = U(1) the parameter α is a circle-valued variable.
In this description of a surface operator — as a singularity (3.2) or, equivalently, as a Dirac
string of an improperly quantized magnetic charge — the orientation of the edges of the graph
Γ has a natural interpretation: it represents the magnetic flux. Of course, one can change
the orientation of each edge and simultaneously invert the holonomy U = exp(2piiα) ∈ G of
the gauge field around it, without affecting the physics:
←−−−−− U = U−1 −−−−−→ (3.5)
Moreover, if the gauge field satisfies (3.4) away from the singularity locus Σ = Rt × Γ, then
the magnetic flux must be conserved at every junction. In the abelian theory with G = U(1)
it simply means that the signed sum (signs determined by the orientation) of the parameters
α for all incoming and outgoing edges is equal to zero at every vertex of Γ, e.g.
α = α′ + α′′ (mod 1) (3.6)
for a basic trivalent junction as depicted in Figure 18. A non-abelian version of flux con-
servation is more involved and will be discussed in section 3.5. This preliminary discussion,
however, should give a reasonably good idea of what a junctions looks like in the description
of a surface operator as a singularity (or, ramification) along Σ.
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Now, let us have a similar preliminary look at the
1
2
Gr
(k ,
N)
Gr(k ,N)
FlagGr(k,N)
Figure 19: The core of a junction
between surface operators (3.8) car-
ries a partial flag variety Fl(k1, N),
k = k1 + k2. Shown here is the
(x1, x2) plane.
same question from the viewpoint of a 2d-4d coupled
system a` la (3.3). In this approach, each face of the
seamed surface Σ is decorated with a 2d theory that lives
on it, in many examples simply a 2d sigma-model with
a target space C that enjoys an action of the symme-
try group G, e.g. a conjugacy class3 or a flag variety
C = G/L. In the approach based on 2d-4d coupled sys-
tem, a junction of surface operators (or, a more general
codimension-1 defect along Σ) determines a “correspon-
dence” M⊂ C × C′ × C′′:
M
↙ ↘
C C′ × C′′
(3.7)
where C′ and C′′ are target spaces of 2d sigma-models on
“incoming” edges of Γ that join into an edge that carries sigma-model with target space C.
The description of such interfaces (or line defects) in the dual4 Landau-Ginzburg model will
be the main subject of section 4.
Surface operators that will be relevant to skew Howe duality and categorification of
quantum groups are labeled by “Levi types” L = S(U(k) × U(N − k)) in a theory with
gauge group G = SU(N), or simply by k ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. In the 2d-4d description of such
“k-colored” surface operators the target space C = G/L is the Grassmannian of k-planes in
CN ,
C = Gr(k,N) = SU(N)/S(U(k)× U(N − k)) (3.8)
As we proceed, we will encounter Grassmannian varieties5 more and more often, as moduli
spaces of solutions in gauge theory (later in this section) as well as in the description of
interfaces and chiral rings in Landau-Ginzburg models (in section 4).
What about junctions of surface operators that carry Grassmannian sigma-model on
their world-sheet? They can be conveniently described as correspondences (3.7), whereM is
a partial flag variety Fl(k1, k,N) of k1-planes in k = (k1 + k2)-planes in CN , as illustrated in
Figure 19:
Gr(k,N) ←− Fl(k1, k,N) −→ Gr(k1, N)×Gr(k2, N)
V 7 −→ (V1 ⊂ V ) 7−→ (V1, V ⊥1 ⊂ V )
(3.9)
3Notice, this is similar to labeling of surface operators defined as singularities, where conjugacy classes
characterize possible values of the holonomies U ∈ C.
4in the sense of LG / sigma-model duality [43,44]
5In case of a more general irreducible representation of highest weight λ, the space Gr(k,N) would be
replaced by a finite-dimensional subspace Gr
λ
of the affine Grassmannian that plays an important role in
the geometric Satake correspondence. Since such spaces are generally singular, we leave detailed study of the
corresponding surface operators to future work and focus here on the ones relevant to skew Howe duality and
categorification of quantum groups.
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Now, once we had a preliminary discussion of how the decorations of surface operators
flow across junctions, both from the singularity perspective and in the approach of 2d-4d
coupled system, it is natural to tackle the question of their existence at the level of field
equations. As we already noted earlier, it involves solving PDEs in three dimensions with
prescribed boundary conditions around Γ ⊂M3, which in general is not an easy task, even for
the basic version of the equations (3.4). While it would be extremely interesting to pursue the
construction of explicit solutions, we will only need to know whether they exist and what their
moduli space looks like. Luckily, this latter question can be addressed without constructing
explicit solutions and an illuminating way to do that is via embedding the gauge theory into
string / M-theory.
Many interesting SUSY field theories on M4 can be realized on a stack of M-theory
fivebranes with world-volume
N M5-branes : M4 × C (3.10)
Indeed, for different choices of 2-manifolds C and their embeddings in the eleven-dimensional
space-time one can realize 4d field theories on M4 with N = 1, N = 2, or N = 4 supersym-
metry. Below we consider each of these choices in turn.
In such constructions, one can “engineer” surface operators by introducing additional M5-
branes or M2-branes which share only the two-dimensional part of the 4d geometry, Σ ⊂M4,
with the original set of fivebranes (3.10). In particular, in such brane constructions, the
junctions of surface operators relevant to skew Howe duality and categorification of quantum
groups have a simple interpretation where one stack of k branes splits up into two stacks of
k1 and k2 = k − k1 branes, as illustrated in Figure 20.
3.1 Junctions in 4d N = 4 theory
Figure 20: Brane realization of
the junction of surface operators in
Figure 19.
When C = T 2 or R2, the fivebrane configuration (3.10) pre-
serves maximal (N = 4) supersymmetry in 4d space-time
M4. Then, depending on the geometry of Σ andM4 in (3.1),
one finds different fractions of unbroken supersymmetry.
If both M4 and Σ are flat, i.e. M4 = R4 and Σ =
R2, then surface operators can be half-BPS and admit the
following brane construction
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M5 × × × × × ×
M5′ × × × × × ×
(3.11)
where, following conventions of [45], we assume that M4 is
parametrized by (x0, x1, x2, x3) and C is parametrized by
x6 and x10.
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The half-BPS surface operators in 4d N = 4 theory can form 14 -BPS junctions of the
form Σ = Rt × Γ, where Rt is the x0 “time” direction and Γ is an arbitrary trivalent graph
in the (x1, x2)-plane. In fact, without breaking supersymmetry further, we can take the 4d
space-time to be M4 = Rt ×M3, with an arbitrary 3-manifold M3 locally parametrized by
(x1, x2, x3), and a knotted trivalent graph Γ ⊂M3. This requires partial topological twist of
the 4d N = 4 theory along M3, which in the brane construction (3.11) is realized by replacing
the space R3 parametrized by (x7, x8, x9) with the cotangent bundle to M3.
Then, M5-branes are supported on R3×M3, while M5′-branes are supported on R3×LΓ,
where M3 and LΓ are special Lagrangian submanifolds in a local Calabi-Yau space T
∗M3,
such that
LΓ ∩M3 = Γ (3.12)
This configuration of fivebranes preserves 4 real supercharges, i.e. a quarter of the original
N = 4 SUSY.
When C = T 2 or R2, we can consider a further generalization in which junctions of surface
operators are not necessarily static. Such configurations preserve only 2 real supercharges —
namely, N = (0, 2) supersymmetry along C — and recently have been studied [36, 46] in a
closely related context. In particular, one can combine the time direction with M3 into a
general 4-manifold M4 and take Σ to be an arbitrary surface (3.1) with singular trivalent
edges, i.e. a foam or a seamed surface [41,42].
For generic Σ, such foams or non-static junctions of surface operators will break su-
persymmetry unless we extend the partial topological twist along M3 to all of M4. In the
fivebrane system (3.11) this twist is realized by replacing (x7, x8, x9)-directions with a non-
trivial bundle over M4, namely the bundle of self-dual 2-forms:
space-time: Λ2+(M4)× R4
N M5-branes: M4 × R2 (3.13)
k M5′-branes: LΣ × R2
where, much as in (3.12), LΣ and M4 are coassociative submanifolds in a local G2-holonomy
manifold Λ2+(M4), such that
LΣ ∩M4 = Σ (3.14)
As we already stated earlier, this generic configuration of surface operators preserves only 2
real supercharges (which, moreover, are chiral from the 2d perspective of x6 and x10).
3.2 Line-changing operators in class S and network cobordisms
The intersection of M5-branes with M5′-branes produces the so-called codimension-2 defect in
the 6d (0, 2) theory on the fivebrane world-volume (3.10). The latter also admits codimension-
4 defects which too can be used to produce surface operators in 4d theory on M4 and which
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Figure 21: 6d fivebrane theory on a 2-manifold M2 parametrized by x
1 and x2 yields 4d N = 2 theory
T [M2] in the remaining four dimensions. In this theory, a network of line defects on M2 determines
a BPS line operator, whereas a “time evolution” of such network corresponds to segments of different
line operators joined together at those values of “time” x0 where the topology of network changes.
in M-theory are realized by M2-branes ending on M5-branes:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
M5 × × × × × ×
M2 × × ×
(3.15)
where the M2-brane world-volume is Σ × R+, with R+ = {x7 ≥ 0}. In this realization
of surface operators BPS junctions can be obtained by considering codimension-4 defect
supported on Σ = Rt × Γ. In fact, let M4 = Rt ×M2 × R, where the 2-manifold M2 is a
Riemann surface (possibly with punctures); this requires a partial topological twist of the
fivebrane theory which, similar to (3.13), is realized by embedding M2 in the space-time
T ∗M2. Also, let Γ ⊂M2 be a colored trivalent graph on M2 without self-intersections:
6d (0,2) theory: Rt × M2 × R × C
‖ ∪
surface operator: Rt × Γ
(3.16)
If we apply this to C = R2 (or C = T 2), as in section 3.1, it is natural to ask what this
configuration looks like from the viewpoint of Rt×R×C ∼= Rt×R3, after compactification on
the Riemann surface M2. Due to partial topological twist along M2, the resulting 4d theory
T [M2] has only N = 2 supersymmetry and the codimension-4 defect (3.16) produces a line
operator in this theory labeled by a colored trivalent network Γ ⊂M2.
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This is precisely the configuration recently used in [47–49] to study line operators in 4d
N = 2 theories T [M2]. In our application here, we simply wish to interpret the Riemann
surface M2 as part of the 4d space-time. Then, the same configuration (3.16) describes
“static” surface operators in 4d N = 4 theory on M4 = Rt ×M2 × R. Non-static surface
operators correspond to networks Γ(t) which vary with t ∈ Rt; from the viewpoint of 4d
N = 2 theory T [M2] they correspond to segments of different line operators glued together
in a single line via local operators supported at those points ti ∈ Rt where the network Γ(t)
changes topology. (Recall, that due to partial topological twist along M2 only topology of
the network Γ matters.)
In other words, basic topological moves on Γ realized via cobordisms correspond to line-
changing operators in 4d N = 2 theory T [M2]:
network cobordism ⇔ line-changing operator (3.17)
Turning on Omega-background in 4d N = 2 theory T [M2] corresponds to replacing C = R2
with C = R2 . This is precisely the setup we will use in application to knot homologies and
categorification of quantum groups, cf. (4.2).
3.3 Junctions in 4d N = 2 theory
When C is an arbitrary Riemann surface (possibly with boundaries and punctures) of genus
g 6= 1, in order for the fivebrane configuration (3.10) to preserve supersymmetry its world-
volume theory must be (partially) twisted along C. For the embedding of the fivebrane
world-volume in the ambient space-time the partial topological twist means that C must
be either a holomorphic Lagrangian submanifold in a Calabi-Yau 2-fold (that locally, near
C always looks like T ∗C) or a holomorphic curve in a Calabi-Yau 3-fold. The first choice
preserves N = 2 supersymmetry in the 4d theory on M4, while the second option preserves
only N = 1 SUSY and will be considered next.
Consistent with (3.11), our choice of coordinates is
M4 T
∗C R3
x0, x1, x2, x3 x4, x5, x6, x10 x7, x8, x9
(3.18)
In particular, the U(1)r × SU(2)R R-symmetry group in this setup is identified with the
U(1)45 × SU(2)789 symmetry of the eleven-dimensional geometry. When both M4 = R4 and
Σ = R2 are flat, we can still use brane configuration (3.11) to describe half-BPS surface
operators, this time in 4d N = 2 theory on M4.
Also, as in the N = 4 case, we can describe junctions by taking M4 = Rt ×M3 and
replacing (x7, x8, x9) with the cotangent bundle to M3:
space-time: Rt × T ∗M3 × T ∗C
N M5-branes: Rt × M3 × C (3.19)
k M5′-branes: Rt × LΓ × C
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where, as in (3.12), LΓ and M3 are special Lagrangian submanifolds in T
∗M3 which intersect
over a knotted trivalent graph Γ ⊂ M3. Then, the resulting brane configuration (3.19)
describes junctions of half-BPS surface operators supported on a surface Σ = Rt × Γ.
Due to the partial topological twist along M3, the latter can be an arbitrary 3-manifold
and Γ can be an arbitrary knotted graph. The price to pay for it is that junctions (3.19)
preserve only 2 real supercharges, i.e. again are 14 -BPS in the original 4d theory on M4.
3.4 Junctions in 4d N = 1 theory
Even though 4d N = 1 theories are not directly related to the main subject of our paper,
here for completeness we consider possible junctions of surface operators in such theories.
First, in a typical brane construction [50] of 4d N = 1 theories, C is embedded as a
holomorphic curve in a local Calabi-Yau 3-fold:
M4 × CY3 × R (3.20)
This leaves little room for surface operators. In fact, even when M4 = R4 this system admits
a half-BPS surface operator that breaks supersymmetry down to N = (0, 2) along Σ = R2.
In the fivebrane construction (3.10) of the 4dN = 1 theory, this half-BPS surface operator
can be realized by an additional system of M5′-branes supported on a holomorphic 4-cycle
D ⊂ CY3:
space-time: M4 × CY3 × R
N M5-branes: M4 × C (3.21)
M5′-branes: Σ × D
Equivalently, via a “brane creation” phase transition [51], one can represent half-BPS surface
operators in 4d N = 1 theory by M2-branes with a semi-infinite extent in the x7-direction
(x7 ≥ 0):
space-time: M4 × CY3 × R
N M5-branes: M4 × C (3.22)
M2-branes: Σ × {pt} × R+
It is easy to verify that N = 1 supersymmetry on M4 is not sufficient to allow for non-trivial
BPS junctions of surface operators.
3.5 OPE of surface operators and the Horn problem
In non-abelian theory, the analogue of the flux conservation (3.6) is known as the multiplica-
tive Horn problem:
What conjugacy classes are contained in C′ · C′′? (3.23)
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Recall, that when a surface operator is described as a singularity (ramification) for the gauge
field, it is naturally labeled by the conjugacy class C ⊂ G where the holonomy U — defined
only modulo gauge transformations, i.e. modulo conjugaction — takes values.
If away from Σ = Rt × Γ, that is away from Γ ⊂M3, the gauge field satisfies (3.4), then
the product of holonomies around edges of each vertex in the graph Γ should be trivial. This
is a non-abelian version of the flux conservation (3.6) carried by surface operators, which for
a basic trivalent junction as in Figure 18 takes the form
U = U ′ · U ′′ . (3.24)
The same condition describes junctions of non-abelian vortex strings. When written in terms
of the respective conjugacy classes
C ⊂ C′ · C′′ (3.25)
it indeed turns into the multiplicative Horn problem (3.23).
By reversing the orientation of the surface operator characterized by holonomy U us-
ing (3.5), we can equivalently describe the more symmetric situation, in which all surface
operators are outgoing. This replaces U 7→ U−1 in (3.24) and leads to
1 ∈ C · C′ · C′′ (3.26)
where 1 ∈ G is the identity.
In gauge theory, (3.23) and (3.26) can be interpreted as operator product expansion
(OPE) of surface operators. Then, depending on the context, the “OPE coefficient” is either
the moduli space MG0,3(C, C′, C′′) of flat G-bundles on the punctures 2-sphere S2 \ {p, p′, p′′}
with holonomies around the punctures lying in C, C′, and C′′, or its suitable cohomology or
K-theory. Indeed, this moduli space describes the space of gauge fields which satisfy (3.4) in
the vicinity of a trivalent junction, which we can surround with a small ball, as illustrated in
Figure 18. The boundary of such small ball is a trinion S2 \ {p, p′, p′′}. Since its fundamental
group is generated by loops around the punctures, with a single relation abc = 1,
pi1(S
2 \ {p, p′, p′′}) = 〈a, b, c〉/abc = 1 , (3.27)
the moduli space of its representations into G is precisely the set of triples (3.24), and each
such triple determines a flat G-bundle on the trinion:
MG0,3(C, C′, C′′) = {(U,U ′, U ′′) ∈ C × C′ × C′′ | U · U ′ · U ′′ = 1}/G (3.28)
In particular, this moduli space is non-empty if and only if (3.26) holds,
MG0,3(C, C′, C′′) 6= ∅ ⇔ C · C′ · C′′ 3 1 (3.29)
This moduli space is a complex projective variety and is also symplectic. For instance, when
G = SU(2) and the conjugacy classes satisfy (3.26) we have6
MSU(2)0,3 (C, C′, C′′) = CP3//U(1)3 = point . (3.30)
6The “complex case” of GC = SL(2,C) is even easier since eigenvalues of the holonomies obey algebraic
relations, analogous to the familiar A-polynomials for knots, see e.g. [16].
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Note, that the problem considered here has an obvious analogue for a 2-sphere with an
arbitrary number of punctures; it characterizes junctions where more than three surface
operators meet along a singular edge of Σ. Since this generalization is rather straightforward,
we shall focus on trivalent junctions, which are relevant in the context of the skew Howe
duality.
Our next goal is to describe the selection rules of the “OPE” of surface operators, i.e. to
find solutions to the multiplicative Horn problem (3.23) or its more symmetric form (3.29).
To do so, it is useful to parametrize conjugacy classes by the logarithm α of the eigenvalues
of U = exp(2piiα), that take values in the fundamental alcove of G,
α ∈ U . (3.31)
For example, for G = SU(N) parameters α take values in the simplex
U = {α1 ≥ α2 ≥ . . . ≥ αN ≥ α1 − 1|
∑
i
αi = 0} . (3.32)
Since in a theory with gauge group G surface operators are parametrized by points in
the Weyl alcove (3.31) and, possibly, other data, it is natural to study the image of (3.29) in
U3, which defines a convex polytope of maximal dimension:
∆G := {(α, α′, α′′) ∈ U3 : C · C′ · C′′ 3 1} (3.33)
In other words, the polyhedron ∆G ⊂ U3 describes the set of triples of conjugacy classes such
that the moduli space (3.29) is non-empty. For instance, for G = SU(2), U3 = [0, 12 ]
3 is a
cube and ∆G is a regular tetrahedron inscribed in it [52], cf. (3.6):
|α′ − α′′| ≤ α ≤ min{α′ + α′′, 1− α′ − α′′} (3.34)
This tetrahedron is precisely the image of the moment map under U(1)3 action on the “master
space” CP3 in (3.30).
More generally, for G = SU(N) the facets of ∆G are defined by linear inequalities [53,54]:∑
i∈I
αi +
∑
j∈J
α′j +
∑
k∈K
α′′k ≤ d (3.35)
for each d ≥ 0, 1 ≤ r ≤ N and all triples I, J , K of r-element subsets of {1, . . . , N}, such
that the degree-d Gromov-Witten invariant of the Grassmannian Gr(r,N) satisfies
GWd(σI , σJ , σK) = 1 , (3.36)
where the Schubert cycles σI are the cohomology classes associated to the Schubert subvarieties
XJ = {W ∈ Gr(r,N) | dim(W ∩ Fij ) ≥ j, j = 1, . . . , r} (3.37)
for I = {i1, . . . , ir}, which are defined with respect to a complete flag
F0 = {0} ⊂ F1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ FN−1 ⊂ FN = CN . (3.38)
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The σI form a basis of H
∗(Gr(r,N),Z) and will be the subject of section 3.6.
A similar list of inequalities that defines ∆G for any compact group G was explicitly
described by Teleman and Woodward [55] and then further optimized in [56, 57]. The in-
equalities of Teleman and Woodward also have an elegant interpretation in terms of the small
quantum cohomology, except that instead of the Grassmannian they involve the flag variety
Fl = GC/P, where GC is the complexification of G and P is a maximal parabolic subgroup.
For example, conjugacy classes of order-2 elements U2 = (U ′)2 = (U ′′)2 = 1 ∈ SU(N)
such that U · U ′ · U ′′ = 1 have the moduli space
MSU(N)0,3 (α, α′, α′′) = point (3.39)
and therefore belong to the boundary of the polyhedron ∆G, (α, α
′, α′′) ∈ ∂∆G. The dimen-
sions i, j, k of their −1 eigenspaces satisfy the Clebsch-Gordan rules: |i − j| ≤ k ≤ i + j,
etc.
Multiplying such order-2 conjugacy classes by ζk, where k is the dimension of (−1)-
eigenspace and ζ = exp(ipi/N) is a primitive N th root of −1, we obtain conjugacy classes
that correspond to R = Λk(CN ) and play an important role in MOY invariants of colored
trivalent graphs and in the skew Howe duality:
Uk = diag( ζ
k, . . . , ζk︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k
, −ζk, . . . ,−ζk︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
) . (3.40)
Namely, as in section 2, let Γ be a planar oriented trivalent graph, whose edges are colored by
elements in {1, 2, . . . , N −1} with the signed sum (signs given by the orientation) of colorings
around each vertex equal to 0.
With every such graph we can associate a configuration of surface operators supported
on Σ = Rt × Γ, such that an edge colored by k is represented by a surface operator with
holonomy in the conjugacy class of (3.40):
color k ⇔ representation Λk(CN ) ⇔ holonomy Uk . (3.41)
Note, this way of associating a particular type of surface operator to a colored edge of Γ is
consistent with the BPS equation (3.4) which, in turn, leads to flux conservation condition
(3.26). In particular, one can verify (3.35) using the parameters (3.31) for the conjugacy class
of (3.40):
α =
( k
2N
, . . . ,
k
2N︸ ︷︷ ︸
N−k
,
k −N
2N
, . . . ,
k −N
2N︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
)
. (3.42)
In this case, the moduli space of solutions to the BPS equations with a “foam” of surface
operators on Σ = Rt × Γ is the representation variety of the fundamental group of the graph
complement into SU(N) with meridional conditions on the edges of the graph
M(Γ) = Rep (pi1(S3 \ Γ);SU(N)) . (3.43)
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Lobb and Zentner [58] (see also [59]) point out that the Poincare´ polynomial of this space is
closely related to the MOY polynomial PN (Γ) ∈ Z[q, q−1] of the colored graph Γ. In fact,
χ (M(Γ)) = PN (Γ)|q=1 . (3.44)
Moreover, the authors of [58, 59] provide a simple model for M(Γ) by decorating each edge
colored with k by a point in the Grassmannian Gr(k,N), with the condition that at every
vertex with the three edges colored by k1, k2, and k = k1 + k2 the corresponding decorations
consist of two orthogonal k1- and k2-planes in CN and the k-plane that they span. Such
decorations are called admissible and the space of all admissible decorations of the colored
graph Γ is homeomorphic to M(Γ). For example, the moduli space for the k-colored unknot
is
M( k) ∼= Gr(k,N) , (3.45)
in agreement with the fact that its cohomology indeed gives the colored homology of the
unknot (2.30) for R = Λk(CN ):
A = HR( ) ∼= H∗(Gr(k,N)) . (3.46)
Also note that the moduli space associated to the trivalent junction with the edges colored by
k1, k2, and k = k1 +k2 is precisely the partial flag variety that appears in the correspondence
(3.9). In section 4 we describe the corresponding interface in the product of Landau-Ginzburg
models with chiral rings A = H∗(Gr(k,N)), which provide an equivalent (and more user-
friendly) description of the topologically twisted theory. But before that, in the next section,
we will briefly comment on how Schubert calculus can be employed to approach the “OPE of
surface operators”.
3.6 OPE and Schubert calculus
Note, that in degree d = 0, the condition (3.36) in the description (3.35) of the OPE selection
rules corresponds to the cup product in the classical cohomology ring of the Grassmannian
Gr(r,N)
σλ · σµ =
∑
ν
cνλ,µσν , (3.47)
where the structure constants cνλ,µ are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients. Here, our goal
will be to explain (3.47) and its “quantum deformation”
σλ ? σµ =
∑
d≥0
∑
ν
cν,dλ,µq
d · σν (3.48)
that conveniently packages all Gromov-Witten invariants that appear in (3.35), see e.g. [60].
A careful reader will notice that, compared to (3.35), we have labeled the cohomology classes
differently here. Instead of Schubert symbols J = {j1, . . . , jr} (which are sequences 1 ≤ j1 <
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j2 < . . . jr ≤ N), we used partitions λ: Indeed, to each Schubert symbol J , we can associate
a lattice path from (0, 0) to (r,N − r) using steps up or right giving rise to a partition
λJ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λk ≥ 0) , λi = N − r − ji + i , (3.49)
whose associated Young diagram fits into a rectangle of size r × (N − r), i.e. λ1 ≤ N − r.
Note, that such Young diagrams are in one-to-one correspondence with integrable highest
weight representations of ŝu(N − r + 1)r (equivalently, of û(r)N−r+1). Moreover, there is a
partial ordering of the labels: I ≤ J if in ≤ jn for all n, which expressed in partitions becomes
λI ⊆ λJ .
To explain this more slowly, let us recall a few basic facts about the geometry of Gr(r,N),
the space of r-dimensional linear subspaces in a fixed N -dimensional vector space. Thinking
of these subspaces as row vectors, to each V ∈ Gr(r,N) we can associate a matrix M ∈
GLr\Mat∗r,N , which leads to the Plu¨cker embedding
Gr(r,N) ⊂ CP(nr)−1 (3.50)
and defines Gr(r,N) as an algebraic variety, cut out by homogeneous polynomial equations.
For example, the Grassmannian Gr(2, 4), which we will use for illustrations, is defined by a
single equation in CP5:
X12X34 −X13X24 +X14X23 = 0 (3.51)
We are interested in the colohomology ring of Gr(r,N) and its quantum deformation
(3.48). The classical cohomology H∗(Gr(r,N)) has total rank
(
N
r
)
and is non-trivial only in
even degrees ranging from zero to the dimension of the Grassmannian,
dimRGr(r,N) = 2r(N − r) (3.52)
In fact, the Grassmannian has a decomposition into a disjoint union of Schubert cells,
Gr(r,N) =
⊔
J
SJ (3.53)
of complex dimension
dimSJ =
∑
n
jn − n = |λJ | (3.54)
where |λ| = λ1 + . . . + λr. This gives Gr(r,N) the structure of a CW complex. Thus, our
favorite example Gr(2, 4) has six Schubert cells labeled by Schubert symbols J = (1, 2), (1, 3),
(1, 4), (2, 3), (2, 4), and (3, 4), of complex dimensions 0, 1, 2, 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
The closure SJ of a Schubert cell is a union of Schubert cells, e.g. S13 = S13 ∪ S12 in
Gr(2, 4). This inclusion of Schubert cells defines the so-called Bruhat order which indeed is
compatible with the partial order on the Schubert symbols mentioned above:
I ≤ J ⇔ SI ⊆ SJ . (3.55)
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For Gr(2, 4) this partial order can be conveniently described by the following diagram
(3, 4)
(2, 4)
(2, 3) (1, 4)
(1, 3)
(1, 2)
(3.56)
A similar partial order on the set of conjugacy classes defined by closure plays an important
role in the gauge theory approach to the ramified case of the geometric Langlands correspon-
dence [17] and the geometric construction of Harish-Chandra modules [18].
The Schubert variety XJ is the Zariski closure of SJ :
XJ :=
⊔
I≤J
SI (3.57)
Clearly, dimXJ = |λJ |; and the Schubert cycles σλ ∈ H2|λ|(Gr(r,N)) form an integral basis
for the cohomology ring of the Grassmannian,
H∗(Gr(r,N);Z) =
⊕
λ⊆(N−r)t
Z · σλ (3.58)
For example, the Poincare´ polynomial of Gr(2, 4) is (cf. (3.56))
P (Gr(2, 4)) = 1 + t2 + 2t4 + t6 + t8 (3.59)
As alluded to above, in the “classical” Schubert calculus (3.47), the non-negative integers
cνλ,µ are the Littlewood-Richardson coefficients; they vanish unless |λ| + |µ| = |ν|. Note
that, σ(0) ≡ σ(0,...,0) associated to the partition λ = (0, . . . , 0) is the unit in the cohomology
ring of the Grassmannian. The classical cohomology ring has two important generalizations
(deformations), one of which we already mentioned earlier. Namely, much like its classical
counterpart, the (small) quantum cohomology of the Grassmannian Gr(r,N) has a Z[q]-basis
formed by Schubert classes {σλ} labeled by partitions λ = (λ1, . . . , λr) that fit into a rectangle
of size r × (N − r), i.e. N − r ≥ λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λr ≥ 0. The structure constants cν,dλ,µ of the
quantum multiplication (3.48) are often called quantum Littlewood-Richardson coefficients.
They vanish, cν,dλ,µ = 0, unless |λ| + |µ| = |ν| + Nd, which means that q carries homological
degree 2N .
For example, the quantum cohomology ring QH∗(Gr(2, 4)) can be described by the fol-
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lowing relations:
σ(1,0) ? σ(1,0) = σ(2,0) + σ(1,1) σ(1,0) ? σ(2,0) = σ(2,1)
σ(1,0) ? σ(1,1) = σ(2,1) σ(1,0) ? σ(2,1) = σ(2,2) + q
σ(1,0) ? σ(2,2) = qσ(1,0) σ(2,0) ? σ(2,0) = σ(2,2)
σ(2,0) ? σ(1,1) = q σ(2,0) ? σ(2,1) = qσ(1,0)
σ(2,0) ? σ(2,2) = qσ(1,1) σ(1,1) ? σ(1,1) = σ(2,2)
σ(1,1) ? σ(2,1) = qσ(1,0) σ(1,1) ? σ(2,2) = qσ(2,0)
σ(2,1) ? σ(2,1) = qσ(2,0) + qσ(1,1) σ(2,1) ? σ(2,2) = qσ(2,1)
σ(2,2) ? σ(2,2) = q
2
(3.60)
Setting q = 0 we obtain the ordinary cohomology ring (3.47), while specializing to q = 1
we get the Verlinde algebra [61] (namely, the algebra of Wilson loops in U(r) Chern-Simons
theory at level N − r in our conventions). A categorification of this algebra was recently
constructed in [62].
The second important deformation of the classical Schubert calculus (3.47) is based on
the fact that Gr(r,N) admits a torus action of T = U(1)N . (Note that since the diagonal
U(1) acts trivially, we effectively have an action of U(1)N−1.) There is a fixed point for each
subset J = {j1 < . . . < jr} ⊂ {1, . . . , N}, so that
dimH∗(Gr(r,N)T ) = dimH∗(Gr(r,N)) =
(
N
r
)
. (3.61)
This is the general property of spaces with vanishing odd cohomology: all such spaces are
equivariantly formal. In general, the T -equivariant cohomology of such a space X is con-
veniently described by the moment graph (a.k.a. the Johnson graph), whose vertices are in
bijection with XT , edges correspond to one-dimensional orbits, etc. For example, the moment
graph of the Grassmannian Gr(2, 4) is illustrated in Figure 22, whereas for r = 1 and N = 4
we get precisely the regular tetrahedron ∆SU(2) obtained in (3.34) as the image of the mo-
ment map under the U(1)3 action on CP3. In terms of the moment graph, the T -equivariant
cohomology H∗T (X) has a simple explicit description as the ring
(fx) ∈
⊕
x∈vertices
H∗T (pt) s.t.
χE divides fx − fy whenever
x and y lie in a common edge E
(3.62)
where
H∗T (pt) =
N⊗
i=1
C[mi] = C[m1, . . . ,mN ] , (3.63)
and χE = mi−mj if the vertices of the edge E correspond to Schubert symbols I = (I∩J)∪{i}
and J = (I ∩ J) ∪ {j}.
The quantum and equivariant deformations of the cohomology ring (3.47) can be com-
bined into the T -equivariant quantum cohomology of Gr(r,N) which has multiplication of
the form (3.48), where the equivariant quantum Littlewood-Richardson coefficients cν,dλ,µ are
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<12> = 1100 =
<23> = 0110 = <13> = 1010 =
<24> = 0101 = <14> = 1001 =
<34> = 0011 =
12
13
12
24
23
14
34 34
24
23 13
14
Figure 22: The Schubert cells of the Grassmannian (as well as vacua of 4d N = 2 SQCD) can
be labeled by Young diagrams that fit into r × (N − r) rectangle, or, equivalently, by a string that
contains r ones and N − r zeros, or, yet another way, by length-r subsets I ⊂ {1, . . . , N}. Shown here
is the example with r = 2 and N = 4.
homogeneous polynomials in the ring (3.63) of degree |λ|+ |µ| − |ν| −Nd. The explicit form
of these polynomials for Gr(2, 4) can be found in [63, sec. 8]. In particular, cν,dλ,µ is equal to
the quantum Littlewood-Richardson coefficient when |λ| + |µ| = |ν| + Nd, while for d = 0
it is equal to the ordinary equivariant Littlewood-Richardson coefficient cνλ,µ. The remark-
able fact about the equivariant quantum Littlewood-Richardson coefficients is that they are
homogeneous polynomials in variables m1 −m2, . . ., mN−1 −mN with positive coefficients.
Hence, they can be categorified!
Domain walls in 4d N = 2 SQCD
The geometry of Schubert varieties described here has a simple interpretation in terms of
moduli spaces of domain walls in 4d N = 2 super-QCD with U(r) gauge group and Nf = N
flavors in the fundamental representation of the gauge group, see e.g. [64–66]. Since this
physical manifestation is somewhat tangential to the subject of the present paper we relegate
it to Appendix B.
4. Categorification and the Landau-Ginzburg perspective
As we already explained in section 2.4, surface operators supported on knot and graph cobor-
disms provide a categorification of the corresponding knot/graph invariants, thus making the
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results of section 3 directly relevant. Moreover, the choice of the Riemann surface C in section
3 determines the type of knot homology that one finds. Thus, a compact Riemann surface C
typically leads to a singly-graded homology theory (see [16] for concrete examples). In this
paper, we are mostly interested in applications to doubly-graded knot homologies categorify-
ing quantum group invariants; in the language of section 3, they correspond to a somewhat
peculiar choice C ∼= R2 (= “cigar” in the Taub-NUT space) that we already encountered in
section 3.2 and will describe in more detail below.
In particular, we describe junctions of surface operators from the perspective of the 2d
TQFT on Σ. We restrict the discussion to surface operators associated with antisymmetric
tensor products of the fundamental representation of slN . Generalization of the discussion
below to slN |M and to symmetric representations of slN should provide categorification of the
super q-Howe duality [67] and symmetric q-Howe duality [68], respectively. We leave these
generalizations to future work.
4.1 Physics perspectives on categorification
Soon after the advent of the first homological knot invariants [37,69,70] it was proposed [16,71]
that, in general, knot homology should admit a physical interpretation as a Q-cohomology of
the suitable physical system,
knot homology = Q-cohomology ≡ HBPS (4.1)
where Q is a supercharge. Since then, many concrete realizations of this general scenario have
been proposed for different knot homologies.
In most of the physics approaches to knot homologies, the starting point is one of the
two closely related fivebrane systems:
doubly-graded
space-time: Rt × T ∗S3 × TN4
N M5-branes: Rt × S3 × R2
k M5′-branes: Rt × LΓ × R2
phase←−−−−−−
transition
→
triply-graded
Rt × CY3 × TN4
Rt × LΓ × R2
(4.2)
which is precisely a variant of (3.19), with M3 = S
3 and C = R2 . (Other variants, with
C = S2 and C = T 2, have been studied in [16].) Keeping track of the U(1)× U(1) quantum
numbers associated with the rotation symmetry of C = R2 and its normal bundle in the
Taub-NUT space where it is naturally embedded, TN4 ∼= T ∗C, leads to two gradings, namely
the q-grading and the homological t-grading.
Much like the familiar phases of water, the two fivebrane configurations in (4.2) are
conjecturally related by a phase transition [72, 73] and describe the same physical system
in different regimes of parameters, one of which has the fixed rank N and hence is more
suited for doubly-graded knot homologies, while the other has an additional, third grading
on the space of refined BPS states (= Q-cohomology) and provides a physical realization of
colored HOMFLY-PT homologies. Studying the two fivebrane systems (4.2) from different
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vantage points led to different physical perspectives on doubly-graded and triply-graded knot
homologies:
• Enumerative invariants: Looking at the system (4.2) from the vantage point of the
Calabi-Yau space CY3 leads to the original description [71] in terms of enumerative
invariants.
• Refined Chern-Simons: Looking from the vantage point of M3 = S3 on the doubly-
graded side of (4.2) leads to slN double affine Hecke algebra (DAHA) and refined Chern-
Simons theory [74–77].
• 5d gauge theory: Also on the doubly-graded side, analyzing the system (4.2) from
the vantage point of the world-volume theory on N M5-branes leads to a formulation of
knot homology via counting solutions to the Haydys-Witten equations in five dimensions
[78,79].
• Landau-Ginzburg model is a two-dimensional theory that “lives” on (time)× (knot)
or, to be more precise, on the cylinder Rt × S1σ, where S1σ ⊂ S3 is the great circle and
K → S1σ is a multiple cover [80,81]. In this description of doubly-graded slN homology,
each braiding (crossing) in a two-dimensional projection of a link K is represented by
the corresponding line defect Di in the two-dimensional Landau-Ginzburg model, as
illustrated in Figure 23.
• 3d N = 2 theory labeled by the knot K that “lives” on a 3-dimensional part, Rt×R2 ,
of the fivebrane world-volume provides yet another way to compute the Q-cohomology
on either side of (4.2). This approach is a certain variant of the so-called “3d-3d
correspondence” [82,83].
• Vortex counting: Compactification of M-theory on the Calabi-Yau 3-fold CY3 is
known to engineer 5d N = 2 gauge theory [84], in which fivebranes (4.2) produce a
codimension-2 defect, a “surface operator”. Thus, from the vantage point of 5d gauge
theory on Rt×TN4 with a ramification (determined by the knot K) along Rt×R2 , the
problem of counting BPS states can be formulated in terms of K-theoretic instanton-
vortex counting [36,85] that involves Hilbert schemes of points, etc.
These physical perspectives stimulated development of many new structures in knot homolo-
gies, including the formulation of triply-graded homology categorifying the HOMFLY-PT
polynomial [86], which came as a bit of surprise [87], led to many new differentials (can-
celing, universal, colored, exceptional), to new connections with knot contact homology [88],
recursion relations with respect to color-dependence [89], etc.
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The setup (4.2) has a natural extension to knot cobordisms (on both sides, although the
two extensions are not obviously related by a phase transition), cf. (3.13):
doubly-graded
space-time: Λ2+(M4)× TN4
N M5-branes: M4 × R2
M5′-branes: LΣ × R2
triply-graded
space-time: XG2 × TN4
M5′-branes: LΣ ×R2
(4.3)
where the cobordism Σ combines the “time” direction and the direction along the knot into a
non-trivial 2-manifold, XG2 is a 7-manifold with G2 holonomy (= Rt ×CY3 in simple cases),
and LΣ is a coassociative submanifold described in (3.14).
A variant of the transition [51] relates the doubly-graded side of (4.2) and (4.3) with
surface operators produced from codimension-2 defects on the fivebrane world-volume to
similar brane configurations with M2-branes (codimension-4 surface operators). For instance,
a suitable analogue of (4.3) is
space-time: Λ2+(M4) × TN4
N M5-branes: M4 × R2 (4.4)
M2-branes: Σ ×˜ R+ × {0}
where the twisted product Σ ×˜ R+ is an associative submanifold in Λ2+(M4). In the special
case M4 = Rt×S3 and Σ = Rt×Γ we find Λ2+(M4) = Rt×T ∗S3 and Σ ×˜ R+ ∼= Rt×Γ×R+.
Of particular interest is the cobordism representing the connected sum with the unknot
(2.29) which can fully characterize the 2d “effective theory” that lives on patches of a general
foam Σ.
4.2 LG theory on “time × knot”
Our next goal is to describe the effective 2d theory that “lives” on the world-sheet Σ of surface
operators which appear in categorification of quantum group invariants.
The first clue comes from the early construction of knot homology groups [86, 90] based
on matrix factorizations. Since matrix factorizations are known to describe boundary condi-
tions and interfaces in 2d Landau-Ginzburg models [19, 91–95] it was proposed in [80, 81, 96]
to interpret the matrix factorizations used by Khovanov and Rozansky as interfaces in 2d
Landau-Ginzburg model on what we call Σ, i.e. on the product of the time direction Rt and
the strands of a knot, or link, or tangle, as illustrated in Figure 23.
There are several ways to show this, including dualities that map intersecting branes in
M-theory to intersecting D-branes which allow to address the question of what degrees of
freedom live on Σ via the standard tools of perturbative string theory. The upshot of this
exercise is that for each strand in the braid or link K colored by R one finds a 2d theory
whose chiral ring agrees with the homology of the unknot (2.30) colored by a representation
R of Lie algebra g.
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Using this physical interpretation, not only can one
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Figure 23: A knot or a link K can
be represented as a closure of a braid
that runs along one of the directions
in M3 (= S
3 here). Then, crossings
or braidings (denoted by “◦”) of a
surface operator in extra dimensions
of M3 “project” to interfaces in 2d
Landau-Ginzburg model on Rt×S1σ.
reproduce the superpotential Wg,R(x) for g = slN and
R =  used by Khovanov and Rozansky but also pro-
duce new Landau-Ginzburg potentials for more general
representations. This includes all symmetric and anti-
symmetric representations of g = slN , certain representa-
tions of exceptional Lie algebras and g = soN [80], which
later were used in mathematical constructions of the cor-
responding knot homologies, see e.g. [25, 97–99].
In all of these constructions, the category (2.27) is a
category of matrix factorizations MF(W ) of a polynomial
W = WR1 + . . .+WRn (4.5)
that is a sum of potentials WRi , one for each marked point
(or strand). Correspondingly, the category
CR1,...,Rn = MF(W ) = MF(WR1)⊗ . . .⊗MF(WRn)
(4.6)
is a product of categories MF(WRi) associated to individ-
ual strands. As discussed in section 2.4, the Hochschild
homology of the MF(WR) is supposed to agree with the
homology of the R-colored unknot,
A = HH∗(MF(WR)) = HR( ) (4.7)
if the knot homology at hand extends to a functor (2.25), c.f. (2.28). The Hochschild homology
can be computed as the the homology of the Koszul complex associated with the sequence of
partial derivatives of WR. It contains the Jacobi ring J (WR) and is in fact equal to it if and
only if WR has only isolated singularities. Indeed, it is this case, which will be relevant for us.
Hence, we get a non-trivial constraint on the superpotential WR, namely that its Jacobi ring,
which is also the chiral ring of the Landau-Ginzburg model associated to an R-colored point,
has to agree with the respective knot homology. This identification has to hold on the level of
algebras. (Recall that the knot homology carries an algebra structure containing information
about knot cobordisms, c.f. the discussion around (2.31).)
Beyond this, also deformations of Khovanov-Rozansky homology groups categorifying
quantum slN invariants [27,29,30,32,35,100] must be correctly incorporated in the structure
of the category (2.27) associated to marked points. Indeed, this is not entirely unrelated from
the algebra structure: differentials in spectral sequences that relate different variants of knot
homology are often represented by generators of the algebra (2.30).
In the Landau-Ginzburg setup, such deformations should be realized by relevant defor-
mations of the Landau-Ginzburg potential WR, providing further consistency checks for the
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proposed Landau-Ginzburg description. Moreover, also the physically motivated general-
izations of the original Khovanov-Rozansky construction to other representations mentioned
above give further credence to the Landau-Ginzburg approach.
In addition, parallel developments in the study of surface operators led to a number of
alternative descriptions of the chiral ring (4.7) which, in all cases of our interest, agrees with
the chiral ring of the Landau-Ginzburg model with the superpotential WR. Indeed, as we
reviewed in section 3, the same brane configurations (4.3)–(4.4) that we use for categorification
of quantum group invariants describe codimension-2 and codimension-4 defects in 6d theory
on M5-branes. Thus, one can use the description of surface operators as coupled 2d-4d systems
to describe the effective 2d theory on Σ.
Because the question about the chiral ring A of the 2d theory on Σ is completely local
(in a sense that it does not depend on the geometry away from Σ as well as position along
Σ), we can take M4 = R4 and Σ = R2. Then, the question basically reduces to the study of
the chiral ring in 2d theory on the surface operator labeled by R in 4d N = 4 gauge theory
on M4 that we already analyzed in section 3. In this paper, we are mainly interested in the
case of the gauge group G = SU(N) and its k-th anti-symmetric representation R = ΛkCN .
The corresponding surface operators have Levy type L = SU(U(k) × U(N − k)) and in the
description as 2d-4d coupled systems a` la (3.3), the 2d theory on Σ is a N = (4, 4) sigma-
model with hyper-Ka¨hler target space T ∗(G/L) = T ∗Gr(k,N). Topological twist of the
ambient theory on M4 induces a topological twist of the 2d theory on Σ, which then becomes
a 2d TQFT with the chiral ring
A = H∗(Gr(k,N)) (4.8)
given by the classical cohomology of the Grassmannian, in agreement with (2.32) and (3.46).
A 2d TQFT with the same chiral ring can be obtained by a topological B-twist of the N =
(2, 2) Landau-Ginzburg model with k chiral superfields x1, . . . , xk of U(1)R-charge q =
2
N+1
and the superpotential
W0(x1, . . . , xk) = x
N+1
1 + . . .+ x
N+1
k . (4.9)
More precisely, a change of variables from the xi to the elementary symmetric polynomials
7
Xi = σi(x1, . . . , xk) (see e.g. section 8.3 of [101]):
(x1, . . . , xk) 7−→ (X1 = σ1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , Xk = σk(x1, . . . , xk)) (4.10)
gives rise to a new Landau-Ginzburg model denoted by LGk. Its chiral superfields Xi have
U(1)R-charge qi =
2i
N+1 , and its superpotential W = W (X1, . . . , Xk) is just W0 expressed
in terms of the Xi, i.e. W (σ1(x1, . . . , xk), . . . , σk(x1, . . . , xk)) = W0(x1, . . . , xk). It is still
quasi-homogeneous. In the IR, LGk flows to a superconformal field theory of central charge
8
c =
3k(N − k)
N + 1
, (4.11)
7σj(x1, . . . , xk) =
∑
1≤i1<...<ik≤k xi1 . . . xij
8The central charge associated to LG-models can be obtained as c = 3
∑
i(1− qi).
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which is believed to be the level-1 Kazama-Suzuki model associated to the Grassmannian
Gr(k,N). The chiral ring of LGk is the Jacobi ring of W (X1, . . . , Xk) and indeed agrees with
the classical cohomology ring H∗(Gr(k,N)) of the Grassmannian [61]. The chiral superfields
Xi correspond to the Chern classes ci of the tautological bundle over Gr(k,N).
Note that the M-theory setup features two U(1)-symmetries induced by rotations in TN4.
One of them, namely the q-grading, descends to the U(1)R-symmetry of the Landau-Ginzburg
model. The other one will not play a role in our discussion.
4.3 Junctions and LG interfaces
Let us now turn to the Landau-Ginzburg description of junctions of surface operators. We are
interested in junctions of surface operators which are created when the stack of k M5′-branes
is split up into two stacks of k1 and k2 = k − k1 M5′-branes, c.f. Figure 20 and Figure 24.
As we already discussed below (3.44), from the point of
Figure 24: Junction between
LGk, LGk1 and LGk2=k−k1 .
Upon folding it can be described
by an interface Ik1,k2k between
LGk and LGk1 ⊗ LGk2 .
view of the Grassmannian sigma-model this splitting corre-
sponds to the following boundary condition at the junction:
the k1- and k2-dimensional subspaces defining the theory af-
ter the splitting are orthogonal at the point of splitting and
span the k = (k1 + k2)-dimensional subspace defining the
theory before the splitting. This condition can be described
by means of the correspondence (3.9) between (products of)
Grassmannians. It identifies the Chern classes c
(k)
1 , . . . , c
(k)
k of
the tautological bundle over Gr(k,N) with the symmetriza-
tions
c
(k)
i =
i∑
j=0
c
(k1)
j c
(k2)
i−j (4.12)
of the Chern classes c
(ki)
j of the tautological bundles over Gr(ki, N), see Appendix C.
This translates to a rather simple identification of chiral fields between the respective
Landau-Ginzburg models: We regard the junction via the folding trick as an interface Ik1,k2k
between Landau-Ginzburg models LGk on one side and LGk1⊗LGk2 on the other. Both these
theories can be realized by means of a change of variables from one and the same model, LG⊗k1 ,
the Landau-Ginzburg model with k chiral superfields x1, . . . , xk and superpotential (4.9). On
the left side of the interface, in the model LGk, the chiral superfields Xi are obtained as the
symmetrization of all the variables xi, c.f. (4.10), and correspond to the Chern classes c
(k)
i of
Gr(k,N). On the right side of the interface, the superfields of the model LGk1 ⊗ LGk2 are
obtained by symmetrizing the first k1 variables (x1, . . . , xk1) and the last k2 = k−k1 variables
(xk1+1, . . . , xk) separately:
(x1, . . . , xk) 7−→ (Y1, . . . , Yk) = (4.13)
(σ1(x1, . . . , xk1), . . . , σk1(x1, . . . , xk1), σ1(xk1+1, . . . , xk), . . . , σk2(xk1+1, . . . , xk)) .
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The Zi = Yi, i = 1, . . . , k1 and Z
′
j = Yk1+j , j = 1, . . . , k2 are the superfields of the factor
models LGk1 and LGk2 , respectively, and can be identified with the Chern classes c
(k1)
i and
c
(k2)
j . In terms of these fields, the junction condition (4.12) reads
9
Xi = σi(x1, . . . , xk) = fi(Y1, . . . , Yk) =
i∑
j=0
ZjZ
′
i−j . (4.14)
It trivially identifies the underlying models LG⊗k1 on both sides of the interface, and identifies
the more symmetric variables Xi on its left with the respective symmetrization of the less
symmetric variables Yi on its right:
X1 = σ1(x1, . . . , xk) = f1(Y1, . . . , Yk) = Y1 + Yk1+1 ,
X2 = σ2(x1, . . . , xk) = f2(Y1, . . . , Yk) = Y2 + Yk1+2 + Y1Yk1+1 , (4.15)
. . .
This discussion immediately generalizes to more complicated configurations. The junction
created by splitting up the stack of M5′-branes into r > 2 stacks of multiplicities k1, . . . , kr,
respectively, on the level of the Grassmannian sigma-models is described by the correspon-
dence via the partial flag manifold Fl(k1, k1 + k2, . . . , k1 + . . . + kr = k,N) = G/L with the
Levi subgroup L = S
(∏
i U(ki)
)
, i.e. the space of flags10
Ck1 ⊂ Ck1+k2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ CN (4.16)
As before, this translates to a simple condition at the inter-
Figure 25: Interface Il1,...,lsk1,...,kr
between LGk1⊗ . . .⊗LGkr and
LGl1 ⊗ . . .⊗ LGls .
face Ik1,...,krk between the respective Landau-Ginzburg models,
LGk on one side and LGk1 ⊗ . . .⊗ LGkr on the other. Again,
both models can be obtained by different changes of variables
from one and the same underlying model, LG⊗k1 , which is triv-
ially identified by the interface. The superfields X1, . . . , Xk
of LGk are the symmetrization of all the fields x1, . . . , xk,
whereas the fields Y1, . . . , Yk of LGk1⊗ . . .⊗LGkr are obtained
by separately symmetrizing the sets of variables (x1, . . . , xk1),
(xk1+1, . . . , xk1+k2), . . ., (xk1+...+kr−1+1, . . . , xk). The interface
then expresses the more symmetric polynomials Xi in terms
of the less symmetric ones Yj :
Xi = σi(x1, . . . , xk) = f
′
i(Y1, . . . , Yk) . (4.17)
From this it is also evident how to describe a junction at which r stacks of M5′-branes of
multiplicities k1, . . . , kr join and immediately split up into s stacks or multiplicities l1, . . . , ls,
c.f. Figure 25. (In this and the following figures we will suppress the time direction. The
surface operators will be represented by lines, which will be labeled by the multiplicity of
9Here one sets Z0 = 1 = Z
′
0 and Zi = 0 if i is out of bounds (i < 0 or i > k1), Z
′
j = 0 if j is out of bounds
(j < 0 or j > k2).
10See e.g. [102] for further details on topology of flag varieties and their coupling to 4d N = 4 and N = 2
gauge theories.
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Figure 26: Junction described by Il1,...,lsk1,...,kr (left) factorizes as Ikk1,...,rr ∗ I
l1,...,ls
k over LGk (right).
the respective stack of M5′-branes. Surface operators also have an orientation, which, in
case of ambiguity will be indicated by arrows. The junctions discussed here, which arise
by splitting and joining of stacks of M5′-branes have the property that the sum of labels of
incoming lines equals the sum of labels of outgoing lines: M5′-branes cannot end in junctions.)
The junction of Figure 25 can be realized by an interface I l1,...,lsk1,...,kr between LGk1 ⊗ . . . ⊗
LGkr on the left side and LGl1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ LGls on the right. Since
∑
i ki = k =
∑
j lj , the
models on either side of the interface arise from one and the same model LG⊗k1 by means of
different symmetrizations of variables. On the left, the sets (x1, . . . , xk1), (xk1+1, . . . , xk1+k2),
. . ., (xk1+...+kr−1+1, . . . , xk) are symmetrized separately giving rise to the chiral superfields
(X1, . . . , Xk), whereas on the right the superfields (Y1, . . . , Yk) are obtained by symmetrizing
the (x1, . . . , xl1), (xl1+1, . . . , xl1+l2), . . ., (xl1+...+ls−1+1, . . . , xk). The interface now relates the
fields on the two sides of the defect by expressing the symmetric polynomials σi(x1, . . . , xk)
in terms of the partially symmetrized ones on either side:
f ′1(X1, . . . , Xk) = σ1(x1, . . . , xk) = f
′′
1 (Y1, . . . , Yk)
f ′2(X1, . . . , Xk) = σ2(x1, . . . , xk) = f
′′
2 (Y1, . . . , Yk) (4.18)
. . . ,
In particular, this condition is the composition of the identifications imposed by the interfaces
Ikl1,...,ls describing the splitting of one stack into s stacks and the one imposed by the interface
Ik1,...,krk describing the joining of the r stacks into one stack. Thus, the respective interface
can be obtained by fusion
I l1,...,lsk1,...,kr = Ikk1,...,rr ∗ I
l1,...,ls
k (4.19)
of these two interfaces over LGk, c.f. Figure 26.
In fact, more generally, the interfaces I l1,...,lsk1,...,kr factorize into those interfaces describing
trivalent junctions (where either two stacks of M5′-branes join into one or one stack splits up
into two stacks), see Figure 27.
4.4 Junctions and matrix factorizations
In the following, we will study the junctions of surface operators introduced in the last section
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Figure 27: Junction (left) can be factorized into trivalent junctions (right).
in more detail using an elegant representation of interfaces between Landau-Ginzburg models
in terms of matrix factorizations [19]. This representation in particular lends itself easily to the
description of fusion. (Of course one could equivalently use the language of correspondences
in Grassmannian sigma model to do the analysis.)
A matrix factorization over a polynomial ring R of a polynomial W ∈ R is a pair of
square matrices p0 and p1 with entries in R, which multiply to W times the identity matrix:
P : P1 ∼= Rr
p1−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
p0
Rr ∼= P0 , p1p0 = W idP0 , p0p1 = W idP1 . (4.20)
A B-type supersymmetric interface connecting a Landau-Ginzburg model with chiral su-
perfields X1, . . . , Xk and superpotential W (X1, . . . , Xk) to one with superfields Y1, . . . , Yl
and superpotential W ′(Y1, . . . , Yl) is determined by a matrix factorization of the difference
W (X1, . . . , Xk)−W ′(Y1, . . . , Yl) of superpotentials over the ringR = C[X1, . . . , Xk, Y1, . . . , Yl]
of polynomials in the chiral superfields on both sides.
From this description it is easy to read off certain properties of the interface, such as
the chiral ring of operators on the interface, which is given by the BRST-cohomology on
EndR(P0 ⊕ P1), where the BRST-operator Q acts on Φ ∈ EndR(P0 ⊕ P1) by graded commu-
tator
QΦ = pΦ− σΦσ p (4.21)
with the operator
p =
(
0 p1
p0 0
)
. (4.22)
The Z2-grading (fermion number) is given by
σ =
(
idP0 0
0 −idP1
)
. (4.23)
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Figure 28: Fusion of interface P between LG models with superpotentials W (Xi) and W ′(Yi), and
Q between LG models with superpotentials W ′(Yi) and W ′′(Zi) (left) gives rise to interface P ∗ Q
between LG models with superpotentials W (Xi) and W
′′(Zi) (right).
Correlation functions of chiral primary fields in the presence of such interfaces can be calcu-
lated by means of a residue formula [92].
Moreover, fusion of interfaces P and Q separating respectively a Landau-Ginzburg model
with superpotential W (X1, . . . , Xr) from one with superpotential W
′(Y1, . . . , Ys), and the
model with superpotentialW ′(Y1, . . . , Ys) from one with superpotentialW ′′(Z1, . . . , Zt), c.f. Fig-
ure 28, has a very simple description in terms of matrix factorizations. The interfaces are
described by two matrix factorizations
P : P1
p1−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
p0
P0 and Q : Q1
q1−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
q0
Q0 (4.24)
of W (X1, . . . , Xr) −W ′(Y1, . . . , Ys) and W ′(Y1, . . . , Ys) −W ′′(Z1, . . . , Zt), respectively. The
fused interface P∗Q separates the Landau-Ginzburg models with superpotentialW (X1, . . . , Xr)
from the one with superpotential W ′′(Z1, . . . , Zt). It is described by the tensor product matrix
factorization
(P ⊗Q)1 :=
P1 ⊗Q0⊕
P0 ⊗Q1

 p1 ⊗ idQ0 −idP0 ⊗ q1
idP1 ⊗ q0 p0 ⊗ idQ1

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−− p0 ⊗ idQ0 idP1 ⊗ q1
−idP0 ⊗ q0 p1 ⊗ idQ1

P0 ⊗Q0⊕
P1 ⊗Q1
 =: (P ⊗Q)0 . (4.25)
This is a matrix factorization of the sum(
W (X1, . . . , Xr)−W ′(Y1, . . . , Ys)
)
+
(
W ′(Y1, . . . , Ys)−W ′′(Z1, . . . , Zt)
)
(4.26)
= W (X1, . . . , Xr)−W ′′(Z1, . . . , Zt) ,
as it should be. It still involves the fields Yi of the Landau-Ginzburg model squeezed in
between the interfaces, which are promoted to new degrees of freedom on the interface.
Therefore, a priori it is a matrix factorization of infinite rank over C[X1, . . . , Xr, Z1, . . . , Zt].
However, it can be shown that by splitting off “trivial” matrix factorizations11 these matrix
11matrix factorizations of the form 1 ·W , are physically trivial
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factorizations always reduce to finite rank. See [19] for a more detailed discussion of fusion
in this context.
The Landau-Ginzburg models we are interested in here exhibit a U(1)R-symmetry, and
the interfaces also preserve this symmetry. This means that the modules P0 and P1 carry
representations ρ0 and ρ1 of U(1)R, respectively, which are compatible with the R-module
structure, such that p0 and p1 are homogeneous of charge 1
12. The respective matrix fac-
torization is called “graded”. For ease of notation we will rescale the U(1)R-charges by the
degree N + 1 of the potential. In these units the superpotential has charge 2N + 2, the maps
pi have charge N+1, and the fields Xi defined in (4.10) have charge 2i. All charges appearing
will be integral.
Now, the interface Ik1,k2k associated to the trivalent junction in Figure 24 separates the
Landau-Ginzburg model LGk with superpotential W (X1, . . . , Xk) (the superpotential of (4.9)
written in the symmetrized fields (4.10)), from the Landau-Ginzburg model LGk1 ⊗ LGk2 ,
which has superpotential W (f1, . . . , fk) (the same superpotential, but written in the only par-
tially symmetrized fields (4.13)). Here fi = fi(Y1, . . . , Yk) is the map from (4.15) symmetriz-
ing the partially symmetrized Yi. The matrix factorization of W (X1, . . . , Xk)−W (f1, . . . , fk)
which imposes the identification (4.15) is now easy to construct. It is given by a Koszul type
matrix factorization, c.f. [19].
One can find homogeneous polynomials Ui(X1, . . . , Xk, Y1, . . . , Yk), i = 1, . . . , k, such that
W (X1, . . . , Xk)−W (f1, . . . , fk) =
k∑
i=1
(Xi−fi(Y1, . . . , Yk))Ui(X1, . . . , Xk, Y1, . . . , Yk) . (4.27)
One particular choice13 of such polynomials is given by
Ui =
1
Xi − fi (W (f1, . . . , fi−1, Xi, . . . , Xk)−W (f1, . . . , fi, Xi+1, . . . , Xk)) . (4.28)
The matrix factorization describing the interface is then given by the tensor product
Ik1,k2k =
(
k⊗
i=1
P i
)
{−k1k2} (4.29)
of the rank-1 matrix factorizations
P i : P i1 ∼= R{2i−N − 1}
pi1=(Xi−fi)−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
pi0=Ui
R{0} ∼= P i0 (4.30)
over R = C[X1, . . . , Xk, Y1, . . . , Yk]. Since, under the tensor product of matrix factorizations,
the factorized polynomials behave additively, (4.29) is indeed a matrix factorization of (4.27)
and has rank r = 2k−1. Here, with the notation R{a} we specify the U(1)R-representations
12The superpotentials which are factorized by p0 and p1 have U(1)R-charge 2.
13Other choices lead to equivalent matrix factorizations.
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on R by indicating the charge a of 1 ∈ R; and a matrix factorization Q{a}, as in (4.29),
denotes the matrix factorization Q where all U(1)R-charges are shifted by a14.
This construction immediately generalizes to the more general junctions I l1,...,lsk1,...,kr of Figure
25. The respective interface separates the Landau-Ginzburg model LGk1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ LGkr on
the left from LGl1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ LGls on the right. Both models are obtained from the Landau-
Ginzburg model of (4.9) by means of different symmetrizations of the variables x1, . . . , xk.
On the left, the sets of variables (x1, . . . , xk1), (xk1+1, . . . , xk1+k2), . . ., (xk1+...+kr−1+1, . . . , xk)
are symmetrized separately, giving rise to the superfields (X1, . . . , Xk), whereas on the right
the superfields (Y1, . . . , Yk) are obtained by symmetrizing the sets of variables (x1, . . . , xl1),
(xl1+1, . . . , xl1+l2), . . ., (xl1+...+ls−1+1, . . . , xk). The superpotentials on the two sides are just
given by (4.9), expressed in terms of the respective superfields on the two sides. On the left
it is W (f ′1, . . . , f ′k), and on the right W (f
′′
1 , . . . , f
′′
k ), where f
′
i and f
′′
i are the maps (4.18)
symmetrizing the partially symmetric (X1, . . . , Xk) and (Y1, . . . , Yk), respectively.
As for the trivalent case, the junction condition (4.18) can now be implemented by a
Koszul matrix factorization. The polynomials
Ui =
1
f ′i − f ′′i
(
W (f ′′1 , . . . , f
′′
i−1, f
′
i , . . . , f
′
k)−W (f ′′1 , . . . , f ′′i , f ′i+1, . . . , f ′k)
)
, (4.31)
satisfy
W (f ′1, . . . , f
′
k)−W (f ′′1 , . . . , f ′′k ) =
k∑
i=1
(f ′i − f ′′i )Ui , (4.32)
and the tensor product
I l1,...,lsk1,...,kr =
(
k⊗
i=1
P i
)
{−∑1≤a<b≤k lalb} (4.33)
of the rank-one matrix factorizations
P i : P i1 ∼= R{2i−N − 1}
pi1=(f
′
i−f ′′i )−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−
pi0=Ui
R{0} ∼= P i0 (4.34)
implements the identification (4.18) across the interface.
4.5 Junctions and categorification of quantum groups
The interfaces described in the last section satisfy many interesting properties. For
instance, from the construction it is evident, that they factorize through a surface operator
LGk, i.e.
I l1,...,lsk1,...,kr = I
l1,...,ls
k ∗ Ikk1,...,kr , (4.35)
c.f. Figure 26, and that more generally, they factorize into interfaces corresponding to trivalent
junctions, as displayed in Figure 27.
14Such a shift only changes the U(1)R-charges of interface changing fields.
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Moreover, fusing the interfaces Ikk1,k2 and I
k1,k2
k (k = k1 +k2)
Figure 29: Fusion of
Ikk1,k2 and Ik1,k2k in LGk1 ⊗
LGk2 produces copies of the
identity defect in LGk.
in LGk1⊗LGk2 produces a number of copies of the identity defect
Idk = Ikk in LGk:
Ikk1,k2 ∗ Ik1,k2k = Idk
{[
k
k1
]}
, (4.36)
see Figure 29. Here, we use the notation P{qa1 + . . . + qar} :=
P{a1}⊕ . . .⊕P{ar} for a matrix factorization P, and, as before,[
k
k1
]
= [k]![k1]![k−k1]! denotes the quantum binomial coefficient with
[k]! = [k][k − 1] · · · [1], [k] = qk−q−k
q−q−1 = q
k−1 + qk−3 + . . .+ q−k+1.
A simple proof of this relation can be found in Appendix D.1.
Let
Ek1,k2 :=
(
Idk1−1 ⊗ Ik2+11,k2
)
∗
(
Ik1−1,1k1 ⊗ Idk2
)
(4.37)
Fk1,k2 :=
(
Ik1+1k1,1 ⊗ Idk2−1
)
∗
(
Idk1 ⊗ I1,k2−1k2
)
,
be the combination of interfaces represented in Figure 30. Then, it is not difficult so see
(c.f. Appendix D.2) that
Ek1+1,k2−1 ∗ Fk1,k2 ∼= Fk1−1,k2+1 ∗ Ek1,k2 ⊕ Idk1,k2{[k2 − k1]} (4.38)
for k1 ≤ k1 and
Fk1−1,k2+1 ∗ Ek1,k2 ∼= Ek1+1,k2−1 ∗ Fk1,k2 ⊕ Idk1,k2{[k1 − k2]} (4.39)
for k1 ≥ k2.
Here Idk1,k2 = Idk1⊗Idk2 denotes the identity defect in
Figure 30: Configurations of
surface operators categorifying the
quantum group generators: Ek1,k2
(left) and Fk1,k2 (right).
the tensor product LGk1 ⊗ LGk2 . But this is nothing but
a categorification of the relation [E,F ]1n = [n]1n of the
quantum group U˙q(sl2), c.f. (2.20). Here, the difference
n = k2 − k1 plays the role of a sl2 weight.
In fact, the matrix factorizations I l1,...,lsk1,...,kr have already
appeared in the construction of slN -link homology in the
math literature [25]. There it was shown that they sat-
isfy relations categorifying the MOY relations depicted in
Figure 10. This means in particular, that the junctions
of surface operators defined in section 4.3 provide a cate-
gorification of the U˙q(slm) representation obtained by lad-
ders of Wilson lines in Chern-Simons theory, c.f. section
2. Building blocks are configurations of m parallel stacks
of M5′-branes, on which the quantum group generators Ei
act by peeling off one M5′-brane from the i-th stack and migrating it to the (i+ 1)-st stack,
whereas the Fi are realized by peeling off one M5′-brane from the (i+ 1)-st and moving it to
the i-th stack.
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The 2-category structure is given as follows: Objects are m-tuples (k1, . . . , km), 0 ≤
ki ≤ N , corresponding to m parallel stacks of M5′-branes of multiplicities ki. From a 2d
perspective they are realized by tensor products LGk1 ⊗ . . .⊗LGkm of the Landau-Ginzburg
theories on the respective world-volumes. 1-Morphisms correspond to configurations joining
such stacks. In 2d they are interfaces between the respective Landau-Ginzburg models. The
2-morphisms correspond to interface changing fields.
5. What’s next?
We conclude with a list of questions and possible generalizations, some of which have already
been mentioned in the text:
• It would be interesting to verify the existence of BPS junctions of surface operators
by alternative methods (in particular, by constructing explicit solutions to the field
equations) and extend the classification presented here to more general 4d theories and
more general surface operators.
• For example, it would be interesting to construct holographic duals of surface operator
junctions proposed here.
• Also it would be interesting to investigate, whether the categories of junctions of surface
operators can be reconstructed out of the representation varieties appearing in the
discussion of the charge conservation condition at junctions in section 3.5.
• Mathematically, other types of junctions (for other types of surface operators and LG
models) also lead to diagrammatic algebras and may be worth exploring.
• As a generalization in a different direction, one may keep the same types of surface
operators and LG interfaces, but consider changing space-time geometry, in particular,
the geometry of the fivebrane world-volume. Indeed, in most of our discussion we
assumed M3 = R3, and one immediate generalization would be to consider M3 = S1×R2
which would result in planar diagrammatics on a cylinder. More generally, one might
consider junctions of surface operators in M4 = Σ˜×R2 which, via the arguments of this
paper, would lead to LG models and planar diagrammatics on a Riemann surface Σ˜.
• The analysis of section 3 suggests to carry out the analogue of [58,59] for the complexified
gauge group GC and to compare Poincare´ polynomials of the resulting moduli spaces
M(GC,Γ) to MOY polynomials of the planar graphs Γ.
• In section 4 we already mentioned two important generalizations to supergroups and
symmetric representations that should categorify the super q-Howe duality [67] and
symmetric q-Howe duality [68], respectively.
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• It would be interesting to work out a precise dictionary between “fake bubbles” of the
diagrammatic approach [12] and relevant deformations of the Landau-Ginzburg poten-
tial [80], both of which are related to differentials on Khovanov-Rozansky homology.
We plan to tackle some of these questions in the future work.
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A. Wilson lines and categories NWeb
In this section, we derive the remaining relations of Figure 10. Before proceeding to the
derivations, however, it is necessary to resolve an ambiguity in our normalization. Let us
denote the invariant tensors at the junctions of Figure 7 as k1,k2 and ˜k1,k2 , respectively.
Since the RHS of Figure 7 only determines the normalization of their product, it remains the
same if one invariant tensor is multiplied by a complex number and the other by the inverse.
Thus, there is an ambiguity in the “relative” normalization among the invariant tensors from
different types of junctions. Such ambiguity would not be observed if ’s and ˜’s always appear
in pairs, but they do not in Figure 10(a), 10(d) and 10(f).
We claim that the junctions can be normalized so as to satisfy the relations of Figure 10.
Let us first normalize those which involve Wilson lines in the defining representations. The
open Wilson lines of Figure 31(a) are proportional to each other, since the associated Hilbert
(a)
i+2
i+1
i
= ηi
i+2
i
2
and
i+2
i+1
i
i+1 = η2i
i+2
i
2 2
(b) 1
i
i+1
7→ ηi 1
i
i+1
and i
1
i+1
7→ ηi i
1
i+1
Figure 31: (a) Definition of ηi and the closed Wilson lines which determine the value of η
2
i . (b)
Renormalization of junctions which involve the Wilson lines in .
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Figure 32: Induction on j. Apply the base case j = 1 and the induction hypothesis for j − 1 in the
red dashed cirlces.
space is 1-dimensional. Renormalize the invariant tensors i,1 and 1,i via multiplication by ηi
(c.f. Figure 31(b)), and renormalize ˜i,1 and ˜1,i accordingly via multiplication by 1/ηi. This
proves Figure 10(a) for j = k = 1.
Inductively renormalize the junctions of higher rank representations. Consider Wilson
lines of Figure 10(a) with j = 1, and assume WLOG that i ≥ k. Since the associated
Hilbert space is 1-dimensional, the Wilson lines on each side are proportional to each other.
Renormalizing i,k+1 by absorbing the proportionality constant, we have turned the relation
into an identity and determined the relative normalization between i,k+1 and i+1,k. Proceed
recursively until we reach i+k,1, whose normalization is fixed by Figure 31(b). Applying
this procedure for all i + k, the relative normalizations among the invariant tensors can be
determined such that Figure 10(a) holds for j = 1. Finally, induction on j shows that Figure
10(a) holds for any i, j and k (c.f. Figure 32.)
Now that we have fixed the normalization of junctions, let us proceed to derive the
remaining relations. Figure 10(b) is rather straightforward, once we close the open ends by
connecting them.
The three vectors of Figure 10(c) satisfy a linear relation, as the associated Hilbert space
is 2-dimensional. Close the open ends in two inequivalent ways (c.f. Figure 12.) The resulting
closed Wilson lines have computable expectation values via the direct sum formula, Figure
10(a) and Figure 10(b).
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Figure 10(d) follows from Figures 10(a), (b) and (e). First, apply Figure 10(a) and 10(b)
to replace the right-moving Wilson line labeled by ∧n (the left-moving Wilson line labeled
by ∧l+n−1) by n right-moving Wilson lines labeled by  (l+n−1 left-moving Wilson lines
labeled by ). Recursively apply Figure 10(e) until the resulting Wilson lines are those of
the RHS, and the coefficients follow.
Figure 10(f) also follows from Figures 10(a), (b) and (e). First, apply Figure 10(a) on
LHS with (i, j, k) = (m−2, 1, 1). Use Figure 10(a) and (b) to replace the upper Wilson line
labeled by ∧j by j Wilson lines labeled by . Then, recursively apply Figure 10(e) until the
resulting Wilson lines differ from those of the RHS only by a single right-moving Wilson line
labeled by ∧2. Use Figure 10(a) and (b) to replace the latter by two Wilson lines labeled
by , and the coefficients follow. This concludes our proof of Figure 10.
B. Domain walls, junctions and Grassmannians
For N > r, and for generic values of mass parameters mi, 4d N = 2 SQCD theory has massive
isolated vacua (with in < in+1):
φ = diag(mi1 ,mi2 , . . . ,mir) (B.1)
in which the gauge group U(r) is completely broken and SU(Nf ) → U(1)Nf−1. When all
masses are real — as e.g. in 5d lift of this theory — one can also assume mi < mi+1. Clearly,
the set of such vacua is in one-to-one correspondence with Schubert cells SI in Gr(r,N) or,
equivalently, vertices of the moment graph associated to the T = U(1)N action on Gr(r,N)
discussed around (3.61).
Note, that the mass parameters mi can be identified with the equivariant parameters for
the torus action. For instance, U(2) theory with Nf = 4 has six vacua (3.56), also shown in
Figure 22.
While vacua of 4d N = 2 SQCD correspond to vertices of the moment graph, elementary
(not composite) domain walls that interpolate between vacua labeled by I and J correspond
to edges of the moment graph connecting vertices I and J . Two vertices I 6= J are joined by
an edge if and only if
|I ∪ J | = r − 1 (B.2)
in which case this edge is labeled by mi − mj , where i and j are the two elements in the
symmetric difference of I and J . For instance, U(2) theory with Nf = 4 has 12 elementary
walls that correspond to edges of the octahedron in Figure 22. In general, each elementary
wall carries U(1) ⊂ U(r) symmetry left unbroken by r − 1 components of the Higgs field
which remain non-zero in the core of the wall in the weak coupling limit. For this reason,
such elementary walls are called abelian [103]. For special values of mass parameters, one
finds walls that support non-abelian symmetries [66,104].
The BPS condition relates the domain wall tension T and its orientation, say, in the
(x1, x2) plane to the absolute value and phase of mi −mj , respectively:
mi −mj = Teiθ (B.3)
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where θ is the angle in the (x1, x2) plane. In particular, if all mass parameters mi are real,
the BPS condition means that walls must be parallel in four-dimensional space-time and their
ordering in x2 direction precisely follows the closure ordering of Schubert cells (3.55). When
mass parameters are complex, on the other hand, in general one finds a web (or network) of
walls at angles determined by (B.3), see e.g. [105] for a nice “adiabatic” argument (for small
values of Im(mi)).
Webs or networks of domain walls involve junctions, which can be either abelian or non-
abelian, depending on the unbroken gauge symmetry in the core of the junction at weak
coupling [103]. Specifically, a trivalent junction of walls separating vacua labeled by Schubert
symbols I1 = 〈a · · ·〉, I2 = 〈b · · ·〉, and I3 = 〈c · · ·〉 has vanishing components of the Higgs field
φa, φb, and φc in the core of the junction and, therefore, carries U(1) gauge symmetry left
unbroken by the remaining r− 1 non-zero components of the Higgs field. On the other hand,
a junction of walls between vacua labeled by I1 = 〈ab · · ·〉, I2 = 〈bc · · ·〉, and I3 = 〈ac · · ·〉
has only r− 2 non-zero components of the Higgs field at the core and, therefore, carries U(2)
unbroken symmetry. This discussion easily generalizes to other types of walls and junctions.
C. LG Interfaces and the cohomology of Grassmannians
The cohomology of the Grassmannian Gr(k,N) can be described as the polynomial ring in
the Chern classes c
(k)
1 , . . . , c
(k)
k of the tautological bundle and the Chern classes c
(k)
1 , . . . , c
(k)
N−k
of the complementary bundle modulo the ideal Ik,N generated by the relations
(1 + tc
(k)
1 + . . .+ t
kc
(k)
k )(1 + tc
(k)
1 + . . .+ t
N−kc(k)N−k) = 1 . (C.1)
Similarly, the cohomology of the partial flag variety Fl(k1, k = k1 + k2, N) can be realized as
polynomial ring in c1, . . . , ck1 , c
′
1, . . . , c
′
k2
, c1, . . . , cN−k modulo the ideal Ik1,k,N generated by
the relations
(1 + tc1 + . . .+ t
k1ck1)(1 + tc
′
1 + . . .+ t
k2c′k2)(1 + tc+ . . .+ t
N−kcN−k) = 1 . (C.2)
Now (3.9) maps
H∗(Gr(k1, N)×Gr(k2, N)) −→ H∗(Fl(k1, k,N)) (C.3)
c
(k1)
i 7−→ ci
c
(k1)
i 7−→
i∑
j=0
c′jci−j
c
(k2)
i 7−→ c′i
c
(k2)
i 7−→
i∑
j=0
cjci−j
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and
H∗(Gr(k,N)) −→ H∗(Fl(k1, k,N)) (C.4)
c
(k)
i 7−→
i∑
j=0
cjc
′
i−j
c
(k)
i 7−→ ci .
Hence, the correspondence (3.9) identifies c
(k)
i with
∑i
j=0 c
(k1)
j c
(k2)
i−j .
D. LG Interfaces and 2-categories NFoam
D.1 Derivation of the bubble relation
To derive the bubble formula (4.36), we make use of a correspondence between matrix fac-
torizations of W over a polynomial ring R and finitely generated modules over the respective
hypersurface ring R̂ := R/(W ). Namely, free resolutions of the latter always turn 2-periodic
after finitely many steps, with the 2-periodic part given by a matrix factorization of W , [106].
Thus, questions about matrix factorizations can be turned into questions about R̂-modules.
This comes in handy in particular in the calculation of fusion of interfaces in Landau-Ginzburg
models [19].
The matrix factorization Ik1,k2k for instance is related in this way to the module
M = R̂/J R̂{−k1k2} , (D.1)
over the ring R̂ = C[X1, . . . , Xk, Y1, . . . , Yk]/(W (X1, . . . , Xk)−W (f1, . . . , fk)), where J is the
ideal generated by (X1 − f1(Y1, . . . , Yk)), . . . , (Xk − fk(Y1, . . . , Yk). Similarly Ikk1,k2 is related
to the module
M ′ = R̂′/J ′R̂′ , (D.2)
over R̂ = C[X ′1, . . . , X ′k, Y1, . . . , Yk]/(W (X ′1, . . . , X ′k) −W (f1, . . . , fk)), where the ideal J ′ is
generated by (X ′1−f1(Y1, . . . , Yk)), . . . , (X ′k−fk(Y1, . . . , Yk). Here, the Xi and X ′i correspond
to the fields of the incoming, respectively outgoing models LGk, whereas the Yi are the fields
of the intermediate model LGk1 ⊗ LGk2 .
The matrix factorization of the fusion product Ikk1,k2 ∗ I
k1,k2
k is now given by the 2-
periodic part of the free resolution of the module M ′′ := M ⊗M ′ considered as a module over
R̂′′ := C[X1, . . . , Xk, X ′1, . . . , X ′k]/(W (X1, . . . , Xk)−W (X ′1, . . . , X ′k)). But
M ′′ ∼= R̂′′ ⊗ (C[Y1, . . . , Yk]/((Xi − fi(Y1, . . . , Yk)), (X ′i − fi(Y1, . . . , Yk))) {−k1k2} (D.3)
∼=
(
R̂′′/(Xi −X ′i)
)
⊗ (C[Y1, . . . , Yk]/(fi(Y1, . . . , Yk))) {−k1k2} .
Now, the Yi are obtained from (x1, . . . , xk) by partial symmetrization with respect to permu-
tations of respectively the first k1 and the remaining k2 variables, and the fi = σi(x1, . . . , xk)
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are a basis of the completely symmetrized (x1, . . . , xk). Hence,
(C[Y1, . . . , Yk]/(fi(Y1, . . . , Yk))) {−k1k2} ∼=
(
C[x1, . . . , xk]Sk1×Sk2/C[x1, . . . , xk]Sk
) {−k1k2} .
∼= H∗(Gr(k1, k)){−k1k2} (D.4)
∼= C
{[
k
k1
]}
.
The relation (4.36) follows from the fact that the 2-periodic part of the Koszul resolution of(
R̂′′/(Xi −X ′i)
)
(D.5)
is the matrix factorization corresponding to the identity defect Ikk of LGk.
D.2 Quantum group relations
Here, we briefly explain how to obtain (4.39).
Figure 33: Interface configurations as-
sociated to FE (left) and EF (right).
Pictorially, the left hand side of this equation is given
by the configuration of interfaces depicted on the left
of Figure 33. The blue symbols specify the Landau-
Ginzburg fields of the respective segments of surface
operators. Let R be the polynomial ring in the ex-
ternal variables (Xi, X
′
i, Yi, Y
′
i ) and
R̂ = R/(W (X ′1, . . . , X ′k1) +W (Y ′1 , . . . , Y ′k2) (D.6)
−W (X1, . . . , Xk1)−W (Y1, . . . , Yk2))
the respective hypersurface ring. The R̂-module cor-
responding to the matrix factorization on the left
hand side of (4.39) is then given by
M = R̂1/J R̂1 {−k1 − k2 + 1} , (D.7)
where
R̂1 = R̂ [A,B,U1, . . . , Uk1−1, V1, . . . , Vk2+1] (D.8)
is obtained by associating the internal variables (A,B,Ui, Vi) to R̂, and J is the ideal in R̂1
generated by the relations
Xi = σi(A,U1, . . . , Uk1−1) (D.9)
X ′i = σi(B,U1, . . . , Uk1−1) (D.10)
Vi = σi(A, Y1, . . . , Yk2) = σi(B, Y
′
1 , . . . , Y
′
k2) . (D.11)
The module (D.7) can be recast in the following way. The variables Vi can be eliminated by
(D.11). Introducing the new variables
V i := Yi −BV i−1 , V0 = 1 , (D.12)
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the second part of the relations (D.11) can be rephrased as
Yi = σi(B, V 1, . . . , V k2) , (D.13)
Y ′i = σi(A, V 1, . . . , V k2) , (D.14)
(A−B)V k2 = 0 . (D.15)
Thus, we have traded the variables V1, . . . , Vk2+1 for variables V 1, . . . , V k2 and relations (D.11)
for (D.13), (D.14) and (D.15). Defining
R̂2 = R̂
[
A,B,U1, . . . , Uk1−1, V 1, . . . , V k2−1
]
(D.16)
one obtains
M ∼= R̂2[Vk2 ]/J ′R̂2[Vk2 ] {−k1 − k2 + 1} , (D.17)
where J ′ is defined by the relations (D.9), (D.10), (D.13), (D.14) and (D.15). Next, one can
use (D.15) to eleminate V k2 :
M ∼= R̂2/J ′′R̂2 {−k1 − k2 + 1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:M1
⊕R̂2/((A−B),J ′′)R̂2 {−k1 + k2 + 1}︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:M2
. (D.18)
Here J ′′ is the ideal in R̂2 generated by (D.9), (D.10), (D.13) and (D.14), where V k2 is set
to zero. With A − B = 0, these equations can be solved on M2. One obtains Xi = X ′i and
Yi = Y
′
i , and (D.9) can be used to eliminate the Ui. Only the identity with i = k1 in (D.9)
remains and gives rise to the degree k1 relation
∑k1
i=0Xk1−i(−A)i = 0, which truncates the
possible exponents of A (X0 := 1). Thus,
M2 ∼= R̂/J2R̂
{
q−k1−k2+1 + q−k1−k2+3 + . . .+ qk1−k2−1
}
, (D.19)
where J2 is the ideal in R̂ generated by the relations
0 = (Xi −X ′i) = (Yi − Y ′i ) . (D.20)
Now, M1 is symmetric in the roles the variables (Xi, X
′
i) and (Yi, Y
′
i ) play. In particular, it
also appears in the module M ′ corresponding to the matrix factorization on the right hand
side of equation (4.39), represented on the right of Figure 33. Indeed,
M ′ ∼= M1 ⊕M ′2 , (D.21)
with
M ′2 ∼= R̂/J2R̂
{
q−k1−k2+1 + q−k1−k2+3 + . . .+ q−k1+k2−1
}
. (D.22)
Therefore for k1 ≥ k2
M ∼= M ′ ⊕ R̂/J2R̂
{
q−k1−+k2+1 + q−k1−k2+3 + . . .+ qk1−k2−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
[k1−k2]
}
. (D.23)
The module R̂/J2R̂ now corresponds to the identity defect in LGk1 ⊗ LGk2 , which proves
that upon fusion the configurations of interfaces E and F satisfy the quantum sl2-relations
(4.39).
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